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Preface

About This Guide

This guide describes how to plan for an implementation of RSA® Federated Identity 
Manager 4.2. It is intended for managers, system administrators, and other trusted 
personnel. Do not make this guide available to the general user population.

RSA Federated Identity Manager Documentation

For more information about RSA Federated Identity Manager, see the following 
documentation:

Release Notes. Describes what is new and changed in this release, as well as 
workarounds for known issues. The latest version of the Release Notes is available 
from RSA SecurCare® Online: https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.

Getting Started. Lists what the kit includes, the location of documentation, and 
RSA Customer Support websites.

Installation and Configuration Guide. Describes detailed procedures on how to 
install and configure RSA Federated Identity Manager. 

Administrator’s Guide. Provides information about how to administer entities and 
federation settings in RSA Federated Identity Manager.

Developer’s Guide. Describes how to develop and integrate custom plug-ins using the 
RSA Federated Identity Manager application programming interfaces (APIs). 
Includes an overview of the APIs and Javadoc for Java APIs.

Troubleshooting Guide. Provides information about the troubleshooting solutions for 
Federated Identity Manager to ensure secure operation of the product.

Performance Tuning Guide. Provides information to help you obtain optimal 
performance, reliability, and scalability for your RSA Federated Identity Manager.

RSA Federated Identity Manager Help. Describes day-to-day administration tasks 
performed in the Administration Console. To view Help, click the Help tab on the 
Administration Console.

Related Documentation

RSA Solution Gallery. RSA has worked with a number of manufacturers to qualify 
products that work with RSA products. Qualified third-party products include virtual 
private network (VPN) and remote access servers (RAS), routers, web servers, and 
many more. To access the directory, including implementation guides and other 
information, go to 
https://gallery.emc.com/community/marketplace/rsa?view=overview.
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Support and Service

RSA SecurCare Online offers a knowledgebase that contains answers to common 
questions and solutions to known problems. It also offers information on new releases, 
important technical news, and software downloads.

The RSA Solution Gallery provides information about third-party hardware and 
software products that have been certified to work with RSA products. The gallery 
includes Secured by RSA Implementation Guides with step-by-step instructions and 
other information about interoperation of RSA products with these third-party 
products.

Before You Call Customer Support

Make sure you have direct access to the computer running the RSA Federated Identity 
Manager software.

Please have the following information available when you call:

 Your RSA Customer/License ID. You can find this number in the Federated 
Identity Manager User License Certificate in the Federated Identity Manager 
product folder.

 RSA Federated Identity Manager software version number.

 The make and model of the machine on which the problem occurs.

 The name and version of the operating system under which the problem occurs.

RSA SecurCare Online https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com

Customer Support Information www.emc.com/support/rsa/index.htm

RSA Solution Gallery https://gallery.emc.com/community/marketplace/rsa?
view=overview
10  Preface
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1 Overview of RSA Federated Identity 
Manager

• What Does RSA Federated Identity Manager Do?

• How Does RSA Federated Identity Manager Work?

• RSA Federated Identity Manager Concepts

• Types of Identity Federation

• Administration Console

What Does RSA Federated Identity Manager Do?

RSA Federated Identity Manager is a standalone solution to federate identities that are 
used to access a group of federated websites. Federated Identity Manager implements 
the single sign-on functionality that enables users to use a single identity to access 
multiple websites and resources.

Federated Identity Manager is a powerful web-based solution that provides the ability 
to manage federated identity relationships, which can exist between internal business 
units or with external business partners. These federated identity relationships are 
managed using industry-standard messaging services.

Without federation, users must remember multiple user names and passwords for 
access to multiple related websites and resources. Within a company, this situation has 
a number of disadvantages, including:

• Frustration and reduced productivity, as users are forced to remember multiple 
user name and password combinations. 

• Frequent Help Desk calls consisting of requests to reset forgotten passwords. 

• Risk of identity theft, given the difficulty and cost of keeping multiple identities 
synchronized and the system secure.

• High administrative costs, given that every time an existing employee leaves or a 
new employee starts, you need to change your records maintained at multiple 
places, and also notify all partner agencies to change their records accordingly. 

For example, John Doe works as a sales representative for a medium-sized 
pharmaceutical company (ABC Inc.). At regular intervals, John interacts with the 
marketing and customer site teams for information about customers and the latest 
product developments. 

The finance, training, and travel functions of the organization have been outsourced to 
external agencies. John interacts with these agencies when needed. 

Because user name conventions vary from agency to agency, John has to remember at 
least six user name and password combinations, as shown in the following figure.
1: Overview of RSA Federated Identity Manager 11
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With Federated Identity Manager, John can use a single user name and password to 
access multiple internal and external agencies and service providers. Using single 
sign-on (SSO), John can log on once to access all of the websites that he needs. 

John Doe

Help Desk

       JDoe
       Password-2

Marketing

       John
       Password-1

Finance

       JohnD
       Password-5

Training

       DoeJohn
       Password -6

Travel Desk

       DoeJ
       Password-4

Customer

       JohnDoe
       Password -3

           John
           Password

John Doe

Help Desk

Marketing

Finance

Training

Travel Desk

Customer
12 1: Overview of RSA Federated Identity Manager
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How Does RSA Federated Identity Manager Work?

The following figure shows how RSA Federated Identity Manager works.

Federated Identity Manager follows the process below: 

1. The employee authenticates to the company intranet and clicks the Human 
Resources link. 

2. The employee request is sent to the HR Agency, which is an outside partner. 

3. The HR Agency validates the user's identity information received from the 
company and grants access to the employee.

The above process is completely transparent to the user. After logging on to the 
company intranet, the employee simply clicks the HR link and receives the requested 
information.

1

2

Company Intranet

Public Internet

ABC Inc. intranetEmployee

HR Agency

Firewall

           John
           Password

3

Intranet

HR site

John Doe
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RSA Federated Identity Manager Concepts

The following topics describe important concepts in RSA Federated Identity Manager:

Entities on page 14

Entity Roles on page 14

Metadata on page 16

Associations on page 17

Keystores and Truststores on page 17

Connections on page 17

Plug-Ins on page 18

Policies on page 18

Attributes on page 18

Entities

An entity is a configuration setting that represents a business unit, multiple business 
units, or an entire company that federates identities to perform web SSO and transfer 
attributes with external partners. These configuration settings define the federation 
process. 

Note: An attribute authority or attribute requestor entity does not participate in web 
SSO.

Every federation deployment involves two types of entities: 

Local Entity. Your organization

Partner Entity. The organization with which you want to federate

For example, look at the figure in “How Does RSA Federated Identity Manager 
Work?” on page 13. If you are deploying and managing Federated Identity Manager 
for ABC Inc., you are the local entity, and the HR Agency is the partner entity. 

Entity Roles

Entity roles determine the actions that entities can perform with respect to each other. 
A single entity can act in multiple roles.

There are two broad types of roles:

Asserting Party (AP). In this role, an entity provides identities. Federated 
Identity Manager supports two asserting party roles:

• Identity Provider (IdP). A company or portal that manages user identities and 
provides user authentication to companies that provide related services. 

• Attribute Authority (AA). Generates responses to attribute requestors in 
response to attribute queries. An attribute defines the data about a user.
14 1: Overview of RSA Federated Identity Manager
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• Authentication Authority. Generates responses to authentication queries. A 
successful response has one or more assertions containing authentication 
statements.

Relying Party (RP). In this role, an entity provides services. Federated Identity 
Manager supports two relying party roles:

• Service Provider (SP). Offers web-based services to users. In a typical single 
sign-on (SSO), the users are authenticated from the trusted identity provider. 

• Attribute Requestor (AR). Authenticates users and requests user attributes 
from the user’s home attribute authority for use by the web access 
management software. This information determines whether the user is 
authorized or denied access to local resources.

Asserting and relying parties interact with each other using Security Assertion Markup 
Language (SAML) or WS-Federation messages. An asserting party produces 
assertions, and a relying party requests and receives assertions. 

In the following figure, ABC Inc. provides information about its employee identities 
to the third-party HR Agency. ABC Inc. has the role of asserting party. The HR 
Agency provides services to employees and therefore has the role of relying party.

Company Intranet

Public Internet

ABC Inc. intranetEmployee

HR Agency

           John
           Password

Intranet

HR site

Asserting Party

Relying Party

ABC Inc. sends John’s 
credentials to HR Agency

Displays the requested 
information to the user

John Doe
1: Overview of RSA Federated Identity Manager 15
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In this example, ABC Inc. has the information about the identities of its employees. 
When John Doe wants to access his Human Resources information, he is directed to 
the HR Agency website. Once the HR Agency verifies John's credentials, they provide 
the Human Resource services that John requested. 

Metadata

Metadata defines all the capabilities and services that the entity supports. In Federated 
Identity Manager, the metadata specifies how an entity communicates with its 
partners. Metadata is shared in any one of the following ways:

• Exported as an XML file

• Exchanged out-of-band

• Exchanged directly over a metadata URL

The following figure shows how partners use metadata exchange to federate with one 
another. 

ABC Inc. HR Agency

ABC Inc. HR Agency

ABC Inc. HR Agency

Exchange Metadata
(through e-mail, CD, or

publish through an URL)

Local entity 
settings

Local entity 
settings

metadata1 metadata2

metadata1 metadata2

metadata2 metadata1

Export
Export

Partner 
settings

Partner 
settings

Import
Import

Step 1: Export local entity settings as a metadata file

Step 2: Exchange metadata with partner

Step 3: Import partner’s metadata file
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Associations

An association is a collection of settings that specifies how a local entity interacts with 
an external partner. Association settings are specific to a single partner relationship. 
You may not want the local entity to support all of the capabilities and services 
defined in the metadata file. In this case, you can define an association to override the 
metadata settings for a partner relationship.

If you add a partner and do not configure an association for that partner, then that 
partner’s state is “unassociated.” Until the partner is associated, your local system 
cannot interact with it.

After you enter association settings between the local entity and a partner, that 
partner’s state changes to “associated” and the two entities are able to exchange 
messages. 

Note: The association must be enabled for the entities to interact with each other.

The following figure depicts both an associated and an unassociated partner.

Keystores and Truststores

Certificates are digitally signed messages that use public-key cryptography, including 
pairs of related keys known as key pairs. Each key pair consists of a public key and a 
corresponding private key. Any association that uses Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), 
digital signing, or encryption for SAML messages requires certificates and keys. In 
Federated Identity Manager, the certificates and keys are stored in keystores or 
truststores.

Connections

Connections are configuration settings used to connect to external servers. A 
connection is used to interact with an external data store, such as an LDAP directory, 
web access manager, or web authentication authority. 

Association
ABC Inc. HR Agency

Local Entity Associated Partner

Finance

Unassociated Partner
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Plug-Ins

A plug-in is a link between Federated Identity Manager and the web access manager 
in your setup. A plug-in is used to customize some Federated Identity Manager 
operations that interact with your web access manager. Federated Identity Manager 
provides a set of default plug-ins that you can use with RSA Access Manager. If your 
environment does not use Access Manager, you can copy and customize a default 
plug-in or develop a new plug-in that works in your environment.

Policies

Policies are configuration settings that your local entity can reuse with multiple 
partners, precluding the need to define the configuration settings for every partner. 
Federated Identity Manager provides default policies, and you can define custom 
policies.

Attributes

An attribute is a characteristic of a user. An attribute set is a collection of related 
attributes. For example, an attribute set might contain the following information about 
a user: name, address, job title, social security number, date hired, income, credit card 
number, and spending limits.

Attributes are passed between a local entity and its partner after federation or during 
single sign-on (SSO). For example, when HR Agency, a partner of the company ABC 
Inc., requires employee details such as employee name, employee identification 
number, age, and salary details, ABC Inc. combines these attributes in a set and sends 
them to the HR Agency.

Types of Identity Federation

Depending on your federation requirements, you can federate with your partners using 
these types of identity federation:

• Persistent 

• Transient 

• Email address

• Windows domain qualified name 

• Kerberos principal name

• X.509 subject name

• RSA pseudonym format 

The following topics describe the persistent and transient types of federation and the 
circumstances under which you might use each. 

Persistent Federation

With persistent federation, users have an account with both the identity provider and 
the service provider. These two accounts must be mapped. 
18 1: Overview of RSA Federated Identity Manager
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You may use persistent federation in the following situations: 

• The service providers want to provide services only to a few trusted users.

• You are transferring highly confidential data.

• The service providers need to ensure more security.

• There is inadequate trust between the partners.

• The service providers need to provide personalized service to users.

With persistent federation, users must have accounts with both the local entity and the 
partner entity. For example, an employee who has an account with ABC Inc. but does 
not have an account with HR Agency cannot access the HR Agency resources. 

As shown in the following figure, when federating for the first time, the user must 
authenticate with both ABC Inc., the identity provider, and HR Agency, the service 
provider. 

The process shown is as follows: 

1. The employee authenticates to the ABC Inc. intranet and clicks the Human 
Resources link. 

2. ABC Inc., the identity provider, sends the employee request to HR Agency, the 
service provider.
The HR Agency prompts the employee to enter user name and password 
information, as this is the first time the employee is accessing the HR Agency 
services.

3. After successful authentication, the HR Agency prompts the employee to consent 
to identity mapping between ABC Inc. and the HR Agency.

4. The employee provides consent.

5. The HR Agency provides the requested service.

ABC Inc.

Employee Identity provider

Service provider

User federating for the first time

1

23
4

5

           John
           Password -1

HR Agency

           JohnD
           Password -2

John Doe
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As shown in the following figure, when the user federates subsequent times, only one 
authentication with the identity provider is needed to make requests to the service 
provider.

This example depicts persistent federation for SAML 2.0. However, if you use 
SAML 1.1 and WS-Federation, persistent federation is achieved using email, X.509, 
or other name identifier formats.

The process shown above maps out as follows:

1. The employee authenticates to the ABC Inc. intranet and clicks the Human 
Resources link. 

2. The Human Resources link takes the employee to the HR Agency website. 

3. The HR Agency provides the requested service.

Transient Federation

Transient federation happens when users have accounts only with the identity 
provider, not with the service provider. The user account with the identity provider is 
federated with a temporary user account created randomly or with an existing group 
on the service provider. Therefore, transient federation is best suited to federating with 
close partners with whom you have a high level of trust, as well as when the federation 
services being provided are not confidential.

ABC Inc.

Employee Identity provider

Service provider

User federating for the subsequent time

1

23

           John
           Password

HR Agency

           JohnD =John

John Doe
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As shown in the following figure, the service provider provides service to all users 
authenticated by the identity provider. 

The process shown above maps out as follows:

1. The employee authenticates to the ABC Inc. intranet and clicks the Human 
Resources link. 

2. The Human Resources link takes the employee to the HR Agency website. 

3. After verifying that ABC Inc. has authenticated the user, the HR Agency provides 
the requested service.

Note: Transient federation is applicable to SAML 2.0 only. 

Administration Console

The Federated Identity Manager Administration Console is a browser-based interface 
for configuring and maintaining entities, security settings, and configuration data. 
Configuration data includes protocol-required data and related information that 
supports policies, keystores, truststores, attributes, connections, and plug-ins.

You can use the Administration Console to:

• Import the SAML metadata you receive from partners and configure rules for 
interactions with these partners.

• Manage federations for individual users by creating, changing, or deleting 
persistent name identifiers.

For information on how to perform these administration tasks, see the Administration 
Console Help.

ABC Inc.

Employee Identity provider

Service provider

1

23

           John
           Password -1

HR Agency

John Doe
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2 System Requirements

• Software Requirements

• Hardware Requirements

• Requirements for Digital Signing

• System Requirements Checklist

Software Requirements

This section describes the software requirements for RSA Federated Identity Manager.

Server Platforms

Database Providers

Java Virtual Machines

Web Servers

Server Platforms

The system where you plan to install Federated Identity Manager must have one of the 
following platform configurations.

Application Server Operating System

Apache Tomcat 7.0 • SuSE Linux Enterprise 11 (64-bit, 
x86)

IBM WebSphere Application Server 7.0 • Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 
(64-bit)

Oracle WebLogic Server 11gR1 (10.3.2) • Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 
(64-bit)

Oracle WebLogic Server 11gR1 (10.3.5) • SuSE Linux Enterprise 11 (64-bit, 
x86)

• SuSE Linux Enterprise 10.3 
(64-bit, x86)
2: System Requirements 23
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Database Providers

Federated Identity Manager supports the following database types for storing 
deployment data:

• Apache Derby 10.8.2.x

• Oracle Real Application Clusters 11g Release 2

• PostgreSQL 9.1

Note: RSA provides a Derby database for all deployment types. The Derby database 
must be up and running prior to the database provider installation. If you want to use a 
different database provider, the database application is required. For example, if you 
want to use a PostgreSQL database, you must have PostgreSQL 9.1.

Java Virtual Machines

Java Development Kit (JDK) must be installed on the system where you plan to install 
Federated Identity Manager. RSA qualified this release of Federated Identity Manager 
with Java SE 6.0.

Web Servers

RSA qualified this release of Federated Identity Manager with the following web 
servers:

• Apache HTTP Server 2.2.22

• Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) 7.0

Hardware Requirements

The system where you install Federated Identity Manager must meet the following 
hardware requirements.

Oracle WebLogic Server 11gR1 (10.3.6) • Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 
(64-bit)

• Oracle Solaris 10 (SPARC) 
(64-bit)

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 ES 
(64-bit, x86)

• SuSE Linux Enterprise 10 SP1 
(64-bit, x86)

• SuSE Linux Enterprise 11 (64-bit, 
x86)

Application Server Operating System
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The following disk space is required for swap or temporary paging files (The disk 
space described in the table is required to install the software.):

• On Linux machines, the /tmp partition requires at least 2 GB free disk space.

• On Solaris machines, the /var/tmp partition requires at least 2 GB free disk space.

• On AIX machines, the /tmp partition requires at least 2 GB free disk space.

If you install RSA Federated Identity Manager without sufficient disk space, you may 
not see any warning messages during installation. However, the administration server 
will not start.

VMware Support

You can use RSA Federated Identity Manager with the following WMware 
virtualization product:

• VMware ESX Server 5.0

The VMware host where you install RSA Federated Identity Manager must be running 
a supported operating system. For more information, see Server Platforms on page 23.

Requirements for Digital Signing

If you are using digital signing, you need a certificate authority (CA) to issue 
certificates. You can also use an Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) responder 
to validate the certificates. For more information on digital signing within 
RSA Federated Identity Manager, see Chapter 6, Planning Security.

Requirement Minimum Recommended

CPU 1 GHz 2.6 GHz

RAM 1 GB 2 GB

Disk space 2 GB 2 GB
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System Requirements Checklist

Use this table to fill in your choices.

Requirement Your Choice

Application Server

Java Virtual Machine

Web Server

Client Browser

Web Access Manager

Authentication Manager
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3 Deployment Types

• System Components

• Information Flow in Federated Transaction

• Using Example Scenarios to Plan Your Deployment

System Components

An RSA Federated Identity Manager deployment has five major subsystems, 
including system components and third-party products.

The Federated Identity Manager components are:

• Web tier

• Business tier

• Administration Console

The components of third-party products are:

• Web server and web access manager policy enforcement point

• Web access manager back end and identity source

Web Tier

The RSA Federated Identity Manager web-tier subsystem is run by a servlet engine. 
Theweb tier includes:

• Endpoints

• Web agent servlets

Business tierWeb tier

Administration Console

Federated Identity 
Manager

Configuration data store

Web server and
web access manager

policy enforcement point

Web access manager
back end and identity 

source
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Endpoints

A local entity interacts with partner entities through service endpoints. Each endpoint 
servlet in the web tier interacts with the appropriate service in the Federated Identity 
Manager business tier. URLs corresponding to the endpoints are generated when 
entities are created.

The endpoint servlets do the following:

• Implement the control flow of various Security Assertion Markup Language 
(SAML) profiles

• Connect SAML profiles to SAML bindings used to transfer messages 
between entities

Note: For the WS-Federation protocol, there is a single endpoint for all services.

Web Agent Servlets

Web agent servlets are used to obtain configuration data from the Federated Identity 
Manager business tier. The configuration data is used for customizing web pages 
displayed to end users during certain operations.

For example, configuration data is used to obtain and display a list of trusted identity 
providers associated with a service provider.

Business Tier

The RSA Federated Identity Manager business-tier subsystem handles all assertion 
and protocol processing. All matters of trust are handled by this subsystem, which is 
typically deployed within the most trusted zone of an enterprise network.

For example, this subsystem handles access to private keys used to digitally sign 
messages and assertions.

Administration Console

The RSA Federated Identity Manager Administration Console is a browser-based 
interface for configuring and maintaining entities, security settings, and configuration 
data. Configuration data includes protocol-required data and related information that 
supports policies, keystores, truststores, attributes, connections, and plug-ins.

You also use the Administration Console to:

• Import the SAML metadata that you receive from partners and configure rules for 
interactions with these partners

• Manage federations for individual users by creating, changing, or deleting 
persistent name identifiers

Web Server and Web Access Manager Policy Enforcement Point

The web server and web access manager policy enforcement point (PEP) subsystem is 
located at a service provider or an identity provider site and controls user browser 
access to hosted web resources.
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A PEP is part of a web access manager product that interacts with and authenticates 
the user. APEP has the following characteristics:

• APEP is a web agent or filter running on the web server.

• APEP interacts with a policy decision point (PDP) and a user authentication 
service in the local security domain and then enforces the access control decisions 
made by the PDP.

The RSA Federated Identity Manager web agent provides configuration data to the 
web access manager PEP. You must customize the action of the PEP at the service 
provider site to trigger Federated Identity Manager when a request for web single 
sign-on is received. For example, you might customize the PEP logon page to present 
a list of trusted identity providers so that the user can choose where to log on.

An identity provider can also use this subsystem. An identity provider can use a web 
access manager product to protect web resources and host the user identity repository.

Web Access Manager Back End and Identity Source Subsystem

Both the web access manager back end and identity store subsystem consist of:

• Policy decision point (PDP)

• User authentication service

• Access control repository

These components must have application programming interfaces (APIs) for gaining 
access to user identity data and local user authentication services. The user 
authentication service and the access control repository typically have web access 
manager APIs. RSA Federated Identity Manager plug-ins can call these APIs in order 
to be integrated with the local web access management environment.
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Information Flow in Federated Transaction

The following figure shows the flow of information among RSA Federated Identity 
Manager components in a service provider-initiated federated transaction. For more 
examples, see Appendix A, Federation Use Cases.

The transaction process is as follows:

1. The user uses a web browser to access a protected web page at the service 
provider site.

2. The Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) residing on the web server identifies the 
communication as a request for a protected resource, intercepts the call, and 
transfers control to the Policy Decision Point (PDP) of the web access manager.

3. The PDP verifies if a session for the user exists. If a session is not present, thePDP 
transfers control to Federated Identity Manager.

4. Federated Identity Manager verifies if the user identity is federated and if the user 
has logged on at the identity provider.

5. If the user has logged on at the identity provider, Federated Identity Manager 
passes control to the web access manager with the authentication information. A 
session is created for the user, and the user is provided access to the protected 
resource.

6. If the user identity is not federated, Federated Identity Manager passes control to 
the access manager with authentication failure information.

7. The access manager presents the user with a logon page.

8. After successful authentication, the user is provided access to the protected 
resource.
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Using Example Scenarios to Plan Your Deployment

Because RSA Federated Identity Manager is designed to be highly scalable and 
configurable, you have many decisions to make in planning your deployment. The 
example deployments in this chapter provide details on each deployment type, such as 
connections between components. 

These examples are intended to help you understand the network and administrative 
details that you need to consider in planning your deployment. As you review each 
example scenario, consider how you will organize your own deployment.

Sample Basic Setup

The following figure shows a basic network before the addition of RSA Federated 
Identity Manager. You can use this setup as a basis for comparison with the 
deployment types described later.

The sample basic setup consists of:

• The content server, which contains the application to be shared. Thecontent server 
is in the internal network (intranet).

• The web access manager, which provides authorization and access to the content 
server. The web access manager is in the internal network (intranet).

• The web server, which accepts requests from the external users and hosts the 
policy enforcement point (PEP) component of the web access management 
system. Depending on the request, the PEP transfers control to either the access 
manager or the content server. The web server is in the demilitarized zone (DMZ).
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Content server

Web server and
web access manager
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Web access manager
back end and identity 

source

FirewallFirewall
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Standalone Deployment

In a standalone deployment, the business-tier and web-tier components of 
RSA Federated Identity Manager are installed on a single host.

A standalone deployment has the following features:

• The web server and PEP are deployed in the DMZ.

• The web server plug-in allows the Federated Identity Manager server to be 
accessed by a third-party web server.

• The Federated Identity Manager web-tier and business-tier components reside in 
the internal network (intranet).

• The deployment can include either server SSL or mutual SSL.

• The web server and application server handle the SSL connections.

The advantages of a standalone deployment are as follows:

• The installation and deployment are simple, with all Federated Identity Manager 
components (web tier and business tier) on the same host.

• All user data is in the internal network.
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Distributed Deployment

In a distributed deployment, the business-tier and web-tier components of 
RSA Federated Identity Manager are installed on different hosts.

A distributed deployment has the following features:

• The Federated Identity Manager web-tier component (runtime servlets) is 
deployed in the DMZ.

• The Federated Identity Manager business-tier components are deployed in the 
intranet.

• The deployment can include two instances of web-tier components to enable 
simultaneous support for X.509 attribute-sharing profiles and web SSO profiles.

• The web server and application server handle the SSL connections.

The advantages of a distributed deployment are as follows:

• The deployment is relatively secure, given that the Federated Identity Manager 
business-tier components are in the internal network.

• All user data is in the internal network.
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Clustered Deployment

In a clustered deployment, the business-tier and web-tier components of 
RSA Federated Identity Manager are installed on each node of the cluster.

A clustered deployment has the following features:

• The web server and PEP are deployed in the DMZ.

• The Federated Identity Manager cluster resides in the internal network (intranet).

• One of the nodes in the cluster acts as the administrative node. The Administration 
Console is deployed on the administrative node.

• Web-tier and business-tier components are deployed on all of the runtime nodes.

• The web server and application server handle the SSL connections.

The advantages of a clustered standalone deployment are as follows:

• The installation and deployment are simple, with all Federated Identity Manager 
components, web tier and business tier, on the same cluster.

• Clustering supports load balancing and failover.

Note: For more information on capacity planning and performance tuning, see the 
Performance Tuning Guide (perftune.pdf).
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4 Planning Installation

• Decision Points

• Planning an Unclustered Deployment

• Planning a Clustered Deployment

• Planning Administration Console Deployment

• Installation Methods

• Customize the Installation

Decision Points

When planning your installation, you need to make decisions about the following:

• Do you want to install RSA Federated Identity Manager in a clustered or an 
unclustered deployment?

• For an unclustered deployment, do you want to install Federated Identity Manager 
in a standalone or distributed configuration?

• Will you install the Administration Console on a different server, other than the 
one used for the web tier and business tier?

• Do you want to use installation scripts or manual installation?

Planning an Unclustered Deployment

When planning your deployment of RSA Federated Identity Manager in an 
unclustered mode, you need to make decisions about the following:

• Standalone deployment:

– Identify if you want to place the Federated Identity Manager server inside or 
outside the demilitarized zone (DMZ).

– Identify the server where you want to deploy the Administration Console.

• Distributed deployment:

– Identify the server where you want to deploy the web tier.

– Identify the server where you want to deploy the business tier.

– Identify the server where you want to deploy the Administration Console.
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Planning a Clustered Deployment

When planning a clustered deployment of RSA Federated Identity Manager, you need 
to identity the following:

• The number of nodes you require. You need a minimum of two runtime nodes and 
one administration node.

• The administration and managed nodes, proxy server, and Java Messaging Server 
(JMS).

• The node for deploying Replay Cache and Artifact Resolution services.

• The node or server where the Administration Console is deployed.

Planning Administration Console Deployment

When deciding how to deploy the Administration Console, you should be aware of the 
following:

• The Administration Console can run on a server that is hosting Apache Tomcat, 
IBM WebSphere Application Server, or Oracle WebLogic Server.

• You can run the Administration Console on a different server than the 
business-tier components.

• You can enable role-based access for the Administration Console, or you can use 
the web access management system to protect access to the Administration 
Console.

RSA Federated Identity Manager  provides role-based access control for the 
Administration Console. Youcan create users with specific roles and permissions.

The following table identifies the available roles and associated permissions.

Plan to create users for each of the roles. For instructions on creating users, see the 
Installation and Configuration Guide (install_config.pdf).

Note: You can choose to disable access control for the Administration Console. For 
instructions, see the Installation and Configuration Guide (install_config.pdf).

Role
Permissions to 
Manage Keystore and 
Truststore

Permissions to 
Manage Federated 
Identities

Permissions to 
Manage Entities and 
Associations

Super Administrator Read/Write Read/Write Read/Write

Keystore Administrator Read/Write None Read/Write

Federation Administrator None Read/Write Read/Write

Administrator None None Read/Write
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Installation Methods

You can install the RSA Federated Identity Manager components using either of these 
methods:

Run the installation script. Provides an easier way to install Federated Identity 
Manager into a dedicated server environment. The script copies the component 
files to the appropriate locations and modifies configuration settings on the 
application server.

Manually install the component files. Allows you to perform each step 
individually and, if needed, edit the configuration files. This may be useful if you 
need to avoid conflicts with other applications in the server environment or to 
conform to policies in your organization.

Customize the Installation

Before you start the installation process, you can choose to customize the application 
and then run the demo application.

Customize Your Deployment

You can customize the deployment of RSA Federated Identity Manager by using a 
custom web application, Name ID format, or data store. 

If you plan to use:

• A custom web access management solution, develop the custom plug-ins and 
connection plug-in

• Custom Name ID formats, develop custom Name ID plug-ins

• A custom data store, develop custom plug-ins

For instructions, see the Developer’s Guide, available from RSA SecurCare Online at 
https:/knowledge.rsasecurity.com.

Installation

Choose the installation method and install Federated Identity Manager. For 
installation instructions, see the Installation and Configuration Guide 
(install_config.pdf).

Demo Application

After you have installed Federated Identity Manager, you can use the demo 
application to understand how federation works. For instructions on accessing and 
using the demo application, see the Installation and Configuration Guide 
(install_config.pdf).
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Configure the Sample Application to Work with Web Access Manager

You can configure your application to work with the implemented web access 
management solution. For instructions, see the Installation and Configuration Guide 
(install_config.pdf).
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5 Planning Web Authentication and Access 
Management

• Decision Points

• Supported Web Authentication and Access Management Solutions

• Using Integrated Windows Authentication

Decision Points

When planning web authentication and access management, you need to make 
decisions about the following:

• Do you have RSA Access Manager in your network or are you planning to use 
another web access manager?

• As an identity provider, will you be using the Windows desktop user identity for 
federation?

Supported Web Authentication and Access Management Solutions

A web authentication solution provides the key components of identity management, 
such as:

• Establishing trust in identities through authentication

• Integrating with user data stores

• Managing the creation and termination of identities

Web access management establishes and enforces policies that control user privileges. 
Authorization relies on business rules that define which users can access a specific 
resource. When users attempt to access a particular application or area of a website, an 
access manager application grants or denies access based on whether the user 
privilege profile meets certain criteria. Criteria can be static, such as job responsibility 
or department, or dynamic, such as account status.

RSA Federated Identity Manager supports the following web authentication and 
access management solutions:

• RSA Access Manager with RSA Access Manager Agent

• The web authentication and access management feature of the application server 
(Oracle WebLogic Server or IBM WebSphere Application Server)

• The web authentication and access management feature of Microsoft .NET

• Third-party web authentication and access management products
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Note: You can choose to integrate third-party web authentication and access 
management solutions with Federated Identity Manager by developing custom 
plug-ins. For more information, see the Developer’s Guide, available from 
RSA SecurCare Online at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.

RSA Access Manager

RSA Access Manager is a web access management solution that enables user 
authorization and privilege management. AccessManager is designed to allow 
organizations to provide secure access to web applications within intranets, extranets, 
portals, and exchange infrastructures.

RSA Federated Identity Manager provides plug-ins for integration with RSA Access 
Manager. If your deployment uses Access Manager, you do not have to develop any 
custom plug-ins. For instructions, see the Installation and Configuration Guide 
(install_config.pdf).

Application Server

RSA Federated Identity Manager provides plug-ins to use with the application server 
for web authentication and access management. Federated Identity Manager provides 
support for Oracle WebLogic Server and IBM WebSphere Application Server.

The application server can be configured for authentication at the identity provider 
and access management can be configured at the service provider. For instructions on 
configuring your application server for authentication and access management, see the 
Installation and Configuration Guide (install_config.pdf).

.NET Platform

RSA Federated Identity Manager allows you to use the .NET platform as a web 
authentication and access management solution. In this configuration, at the identity 
provider site, the .NET platform is used for web authentication. At the service 
provider site, the.NET platform is used for web access management.

For instructions on configuring .NET platform for web authentication and access 
management, see the Installation and Configuration Guide (install_config.pdf).

Third-Party Web Access Manager

RSA Federated Identity Manager provides APIs and other features to integrate 
third-party web access management solutions. Federated Identity Manager provides 
the following two methods to integrate third-party solutions.

Plug-In-Based Integration

The plug-in architecture provides a flexible way to modify the behavior of the 
Federated Identity Management system. The plug-ins provide integration with web 
access management solutions and repositories.

You can modify the default plug-ins or create new ones to interact with other web 
access management solutions or repositories such as Microsoft Active Directory 
Service, an Oracle database, or a generic LDAP repository.
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For a complete list of plug-ins supported in Federated Identity Manager, see Plug-Ins 
on page 87.

For information on developing and integrating plug-ins in Federated Identity 
Manager, see the Developer’s Guide, available from RSA SecurCare Online at 
https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.

Token-Based Integration

RSA Federated Identity Manager provides token-based integration with web access 
management solutions. Federated Identity Manager can generate and consume the 
FIM Token. To integrate a custom web access management solution, you must 
develop code for the custom web access manager to generate and consume the FIM 
Token. 

Note: Token-based integration can be used to integrate Federated Identity Manager 
with an authentication authority using cookies.

You can use token-based integration to integrate any third-party web access 
management solutions and application platforms. For more information, see the 
Developer’s Guide, available from RSA SecurCare Online at 
https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.

Using Integrated Windows Authentication

The Integrated Windows Authentication configuration enables RSA Federated 
Identity Manager to securely acquire the user desktop credentials, which are then used 
to create the assertion for federated single sign-on (SSO).

The identity provider uses Microsoft Active Directory as the user registry and 
Microsoft Windows Domain authentication. All the identity provider users must exist 
in the Active Directory user registry. For SSO to a web application, the users 
authenticate with  Windows desktop credentials.

Note: Integrated Windows Authentication is applicable for the identity provider only.
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6 Planning Security

• Decision Points

• Planning Secure Connections

• Planning Secure Message Exchange

Decision Points

In a production environment, all messages and the communication with external 
partners and users is secured. In addition, you might want to secure the 
communication among the servers in your environment, such as the communication 
between your servers and LDAP.

When planning security, you need to make decisions about the following:

For secure connections:

• Which connections do you want to secure?

• Does your partner use basic authentication? If so, the partner must send you the 
user name and password that thepartner expects your local entity to use for 
authentication.

• Which SSL mode will be used (server SSL, mutual SSL, or no SSL)?

– If the partner uses server SSL, the partner must send you the trustlist for the 
partner server certificate. You use this trustlist to create a Java keystore file 
and a truststore entry in RSA Federated Identity Manager.

– If your partner uses mutual SSL, you must create a private key and send the 
trustlist to the partner. Use the private key and trustlist to create a Java 
keystore file and a keystore entry in Federated Identity Manager.

For message security:

• What messages do you want signed or encrypted?

• What method do you want to use to distribute public keys?

• If you use truststores, which method do you want to use for certificate verification 
and encryption?

Planning Secure Connections

Secure connections are required for communication among the system components. 
RSA Federated Identity Manager uses Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) to protect and 
guarantee the integrity of data traveling over an channel.
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SSL Requirements

This section describes the aspects of SSL that you must understand to effectively plan 
secure connections.

Your system must comply with the protocol-specific SSL requirements.

The Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) and WS-Federation specifications 
both require all RSA Federated Identity Manager services to be accessed over an 
SSL-secured channel. This requirement applies to all user-facing Federated Identity 
Manager services, including Single Sign-On, Single Logout, Assertion Consumer, 
Name ID Management, and Identity Provider Discovery. If you are using SAML, this 
requirement also applies to the SOAP service, which partners access directly.

SAML does not specify the type of SSL. Server (standard) SSL is sufficient to meet 
the requirement.

SSL Modes

RSA Federated Identity Manager supports server authentication and mutual 
authentication: 

Server SSL. With this kind of authentication, the client authenticates the server, 
but the server does not authenticate the client. Therefore, a client does not need its 
own private key. Aclient only needs a list of trusted certificate authorities to 
ensure that theclient trusts the server certificate. Server SSL requires only a simple 
configuration and needs fewer keystores than mutual SSL.

Mutual SSL. With this kind of authentication, two parties authenticate each other. 
For example, a client authenticates itself to a server, and the server in turn 
authenticates itself to the client so that each party is assured of the  identity of the 
other party. Mutual SSL offers more security than server SSL.

Secure Connections Using SSL

RSA Federated Identity Manager uses SSL to secure a number of connections, as 
shown in the following figure and described in the following topics:

• SSL between an end-user browser and user-facing services

• SSL between a local entity and the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 
service of a partner

• SSL between the Federated Identity Manager web tier and business tier

• SSL between Federated Identity Manager and integrated access manager
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SSL Between a Browser and a User-Facing Service

The end user initiates a connection from the browser to a Federated Identity Manager 
service. The client (browser) receives and imports the certificate authority (CA) 
certificates. The browser uses these certificates to verify that it is connecting to the 
correct server and to encrypt and decrypt the messages exchanged.

Communication between the end-user browser and each user-facing service uses 
server SSL authentication. SSL is configured and handled by the application server. 
For configuration instructions, see the documentation for the application server.

SSL Between a Local Entity and a SOAP Service

Federated Identity Manager initiates the connection between the local entity and the  
SOAP service of a partner.

Note: SOAP connections are applicable for SAML only.

RSA recommends that you use mutual SSL authentication  for communication 
between a local entity and the SOAP service of a partner. However, you can also use 
server SSL. SSL for outgoing connections is configured in the Administration 
Console. SSL for incoming connections is configured by the application server. For 
configuration instructions, see the documentation for the application server.

For more information, see SSL for SOAP Connections on page 47.
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SSL Between the Web Tier and Business Tier

If you have a distributed deployment, you must secure the connection between the 
Federated Identity Manager web tier and business tier.

This connection uses server SSL authentication. SSL is configured and managed by 
the application server. The type of SSL required depends on the application server. For 
configuration instructions, see the documentation for the application server.

SSL Between RSA Federated Identity Manager and the Integrated 
Access Manager

Federated Identity Manager initiates the connection with the web access manager. The 
SSL is configured in the web access manager.

The available types of authentication depend on the web access manager 
requirements. For example, RSA Access Manager supports both anonymous and 
mutual authentication, but not server authentication. For configuration instructions, 
see the documentation for the access manager.

Using Digital Certificates for SSL

When you create a digital certificate for SSL, you must consider where the certificate 
is validated. The digital certificates are validated by the application server, by RSA 
Federated Identity Manager and in turn by the Java Runtime Environment (JRE), or as 
described in the Secure Connections Using SSL on page 44.

This topic describes the certificate extensions that adhere to the requirements of the 
X.509 Public Key Infrastructure (PKIX). RSA recommends that you limit the use of 
optional extensions to avoid possible validation issues.

SSL Server Certificate Extensions

PKIX requires the following certificate extensions for the SSL server:

• AuthorityKeyIdentifier

• SubjectKeyIdentifier

The following certificate extensions for the SSL server are recommended:

• KeyUsage (keyEncipherment, dataEncipherment, keyAgreement, 
digitalSignature)

Note: digitalSignature is not required KeyUsage by PKIX but may be required by 
Federated Identity Manager.

• NetscapeCertificateType (SSL Server)

• SubjectAlternativeNames (DNS name)

PKIX SSL Client Certificate Extensions

PKIX requires the following certificate extensions for the SSL client:

• AuthorityKeyIdentifier

• SubjectKeyIdentifier
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The following certificate extensions for the SSL client are recommended:

• KeyUsage (digitalSignature)

• NetscapeCertificateType (SSL Client)

Make sure you read all SSL-related documentation for the application server to ensure 
that your certificates and partner certificates comply with the product requirements.

SSL for SOAP Connections

When an entity needs to send a SAML request or query to a partner, theentity connects 
to the partner SOAP binding service endpoint. In RSA Federated Identity Manager, 
the SOAP Connection Type on the Association - General Settings page determines 
how that connection takes place and how the requesting entity identifies itself to the 
responding entity.

The SOAP connection types are as follows:

Server SSL authentication. The requesting entity connects to the partner SOAP 
service using only server SSL authentication. The requesting entity needs a Java 
keystore file containing the certificate trustlist for the partner SSL server 
certificate. The requesting entity does not need an SSL client certificate.

Mutual SSL authentication. The requesting entity uses an SSL client certificate 
and private key to create a mutually authenticated SSL connection to the partner 
SOAP service. The requesting entity must have access to one or more Java 
keystore files containing the following:

• Client certificate and private key
• Certificate trustlist for the partner SSL server certificate

The responding entity needs its own server certificate and private key, in addition 
to the client trustlist. The responding entity may use the SSL client certificate to 
identify the partner that sent the request.

Basic authentication without SSL. The requesting entity authenticates itself by 
sending a user ID and password, in clear text, to the partner SOAP service. No 
SSL connection is established.

Note: This authentication is intended for testing purposes only. Do not use this 
authentication in a production environment.

Basic authentication with SSL. This method combines all the requirements of 
basic authentication with server or mutual SSL authentication.

For testing purposes, you can also choose to use no SSL or basic authentication, in 
which case the requesting entity is not authenticated by the responding entity or 
vice versa.

Planning Secure Message Exchange

Secure message exchange involves signing, encryption, and validation of messages 
and the assertions within the messages. The options for encrypting, signing, and 
validating vary depending on the message protocol that you use.
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Note: Digital encryption is applicable only with the SAML protocol. WS-Federation 
relies on SSL for encryption.

Message Security Methods

RSA Federated Identity Manager uses digital signing and encryption to secure 
messages exchanged between partners. When specifying digital signing options, you 
must indicate which messages you will sign and which messages you expect partners 
to sign. Similarly, when specifying encryption options, you indicate which elements 
the local entity will encrypt and which elements you expect partners to encrypt.

Encryption ensures that the messages exchanged between partners are not seen by an 
interceptor.

Digital signing ensures that:

• Sent messages are not intercepted and tampered with on the way to the 
destination.

• Received messages are actually from the identified partner. An unauthorized party 
cannot pretend to be a trusted partner.

Federated Identity Manager use policies to implement message security. For detailed 
information on planning the default policies for your local entity and its associations, 
see Signing and Encryption Policy on page 54

Exchanging Public Keys with Partners

To implement digital signing and encryption, partners must exchange public keys 
using one or both of the following methods:

• Metadata files (applicable for SAML only)

Note: You cannot use the Administration Console to view keys in the partner 
metadata file.

• Truststores

Important: RSA strongly recommends that you choose just one method for sending 
and receiving public keys.

If there is a change in the keys of either partner, the keys must be exchanged again.

Methods for Certificate Verification

When a local entity receives a message that is digitally signed or encrypted, theentity 
must verify that the partner certificate is valid before accepting the message.

RSA Federated Identity Manager provides the following methods for verifying 
certificates:

• Metadata verification

• Local verification

• OCSP responder verification
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Metadata Verification

If a partner sends a public key to the local entity in the partner metadata file, the local 
entity verifies the certificate by comparing the key in the signed message to the key in 
the partner metadata. No further verification takes place.

Note: If you, as the administrator, define a keystore entry before exporting the local 
entity metadata to a file, the keys are included in the metadata file. If you do not want 
the keys to be exported, define the keystore entry in the Administration Console after 
exporting the metadata.

Local Verification

Local verification is the fastest, most commonly used method of certificate 
verification. With local verification, partners have shared certificates, which the local 
entity keeps in Java keystore files.

Note: Your local entity can use local verification only if the partner sends a public key 
in a Java keystore file. This method cannot be used when keys are sent in metadata 
files.

To verify a certificate using local verification, Federated Identity Manager checks for 
the following:

• Whether the verification truststore contains a copy of the partner signing 
certificate and trustlist. If not, the message is rejected.

• Whether the certificate has expired. If so, the message is rejected.

• Whether the verification interval has passed. If the interval has not passed, the 
certificate is valid, and the message is accepted. If the interval has passed, 
Federated Identity Manager does the following:

a. Reverifies the signing certificate used for the message.

b. Reverifies all certificates in the trustlist.

c. Resets the last verification time to the current time and accepts the message.

OCSP Responder Verification

Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) responder verification uses the OCSP 
service of your certificate authority (CA) as the responder to verify the signing 
certificate and  trustlist in messages that partners sign or encrypt.

This method is more authoritative than local verification because the CA validates the 
certificates. However, disadvantages of this method are that OCSP responder 
verification is:

• More complex to configure than local verification and requires additional setup

• Dependent on the stability of the remote OCSP service

• A significant consumer of network resources

To use OCSP responder verification, the partner must send a public key to the local 
entity in a truststore, not in a metadata file.
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If your CA is signing responses for OCSP verification, you must create a truststore 
entry specifically for OCSP verification. Multiple truststore entries can reference the 
same Java keystore file.

To verify a certificate, the OCSP responder checks for the following:

• Whether the verification truststore contains a copy of the signing certificate and 
trustlist of the trusted partner. If not, the message is rejected.

• Whether the certificate has expired. If so, the message is rejected.

• Whether the verification interval has passed. If the interval has not passed, the 
certificate is valid, and the message is accepted. If the interval has passed, 
RSA Federated Identity Manager does the following:

a. Sends the signing certificate and trustlist to the CA acting as the OCSP 
responder to reverify the certificate revocation status

b. Resets the last verification time to the current time and accepts the message

Important: If the response is digitally signed by a valid certificate and the embedded 
assertion is signed by a different and revoked certificate, the validation is still 
considered successful. After the digital signature validation of the respose is 
successful, the digital signature validation of the embedded assertion is ignored 
because the message integrity is based only on the digital signature validation of the 
response.

X.509 Certificate Validation

X.509 digital certificates are used to sign and verify messages and message signatures. 
To be validated correctly by the involved parties, these certificates must meet certain 
requirements.

Note: RSA recommends that you limit the use of optional extensions to avoid possible 
validation issues.

PKIX requires the following certificate extensions for the end entity:

• AuthorityKeyIdentifier

• SubjectKeyIdentifier

In addition, the KeyUsage (digitalSignature) certificate extension for the end entity is 
recommended.

Encryption Algorithms

An algorithm is used for encrypting assertions and name identifiers. RSA Federated 
Identity Manager provides support for the following encryption algorithms:

• AES 128

• Triple DES (3DES)

• AES 256 
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Note: To use AES 256, you must download the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) 
unlimited-strength jurisdiction policy files for the Java version that you use. For 
instructions, see the Installation and Configuration Guide (install_config.pdf).

Storing Digital Certificates

The digital certificates used by RSA Federated Identity Manager for signing messages 
are stored in a Java keystore (.jks) file. A Java keystore can contain multiple 
certificates and key entries that can be individually referenced.

You use the Administration Console to define truststore and keystore entries and 
thereby determine how individual certificates or key entries in a .jks file are accessed.

Keystore Entries

A keystore contains the private keys and certificates that you use to:

• Digitally sign outgoing messages and assertions

• Digitally sign the local entity metadata file

• Decrypt incoming messages

• Establish SSL connections

Federated Identity Manager allows you to define multiple keystore entries that refer to 
a single Java keystore (.jks) file. For detailed instructions on creating .jks files, see the 
Installation and Configuration Guide (install_config.pdf).

Truststore Entries

A truststore contains the public keys and certificates that are shared by you and your 
partner and that are used to verify received messages. A truststore entry is used to:

• Validate the trusted chain of a certificate

• Verify a signed partner metadata file

• Verify digital signatures received from partners

• Encrypt XML elements in outgoing messages that the local entity sends to 
partners

• Establish SSL connections
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7 Planning Policies

• Decision Points

• Signing and Encryption Policy

• Authentication Policy

• Protocol Policy

Decision Points

Policies are configuration settings that can be reused with multiple partners. Policies 
ease the process of setting up and maintaining associations by eliminating the need for 
you to define new settings for every partner. RSA Federated Identity Manager 
includes a number of preconfigured policies, and you can define additional custom 
policies.

Federated Identity Manager supports the following policies:

• Signing and encryption policy

• Authentication policy

• Protocol policy

When planning policies, you must be sure that the policies that you select are 
consistent with those of your partners. In addition, you need to make decisions about 
the following:

• Signing and encryption policy:

– What messages do you want to sign or encrypt?

– What messages do you want your partner to sign and encrypt?

– Will the default policies meet your requirements?

• Authentication policy:

– What local authentication methods will be supported?

– What SAML methods will be supported?

• Protocol policy:

– For how long do you want artifacts and assertions to remain valid?

– Do you want to use the same policy for all associations?
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Signing and Encryption Policy

A signing and encryption policy consists of:

• Digital signing options

• Encryption options

Preconfigured Signing and Encryption Policies

RSA Federated Identity Manager provides the following preconfigured signing and 
encryption policies.

Name Description

IdP no signing, no encryption Messages from identity providers are not signed and encrypted.

IdP sign all, encrypt all All messages from identity providers are signed and encrypted.

IdP webSSO with signed assertions
(POST)

SSO assertions from identity provider using POST binding are signed.

IdP webSSO with unsigned assertions 
(Artifact)

SSO assertions from identity provider using artifact binding are not 
signed.

SP no signing, no encryption Messages from service providers are not signed and encrypted.

SP sign all, encrypt all All messages from service providers are signed and encrypted.

SP web SSO with signed assertions
(POST)

SSO assertions from service provider using POST binding are signed.

SP web SSO with unsigned assertions 
(Artifact)

SSO assertions from service provider using artifact binding are not 
signed.

AA no signing, no encryption Messages from attribute authority are not signed and encrypted.

AA sign all, encrypt all All messages from attribute authority are signed and encrypted.

AR no signing, no encryption Messages from attribute requestor are not signed and encrypted.

AR sign all, encrypt all All messages from attribute requestor are signed and encrypted.

Authentication Authority sign all, 
encrypt all

Messages from authentication authority are not signed and encrypted.

Authentication Authority no signing, 
no encryption

All messages from authentication authority are signed and encrypted.

WSFed IdP Token Signing Policy SSO assertions from identity provider using WS-Federation protocol 
are signed.

WSFed SP Token Signing Policy SSO assertions from service provider using WS-Federation protocol 
are signed.
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For identity providers and service providers using redirect, the Single Logout and 
Name Identity Management messages must be signed. The remaining signing and 
encryption options are not enabled.

Digital Signing Options

You use digital signing options to indicate what messages you want the local entity to 
sign and what messages you want partners to sign for each federation service. 
Digitally signing messages is optional, however RSA recommends that messages be 
digitally signed for better security. 

Encryption Options

You use encryption options to indicate what Security Assertion Markup Language 
(SAML) elements you want the local entity to encrypt and what elements you want 
partners to encrypt.

Note: Encryption is applicable when you use the SAML protocol. The WS-Federation 
protocol relies on transport layer and SSL for encryption service.

Federation Service
Messages the Local Entity
Can Sign

Messages Partners
Can Sign

Single Sign-On (SP) Authentication requests Either single sign-on (SSO) assertions 
or authentication responses (typically 
not both)

Single Sign-On (IdP) Either SSO assertions or 
authentication responses (typically not 
both)

Authentication requests

Single Logout (IdP and SP) Single logout requests and responses Single logout requests and responses

Name Identifier Management 
(IdP and SP)

Name identifier requests and 
responses

Name identifier requests and 
responses

Artifact Resolution
(IdP and SP)

Artifact requests and responses Artifact requests and responses

Attribute service (AA) Assertions within responses to 
attribute queries or responses to 
attribute queries (typically not both)

Attribute queries

Attribute service (AR) Attribute queries Assertions within responses to 
attribute queries or responses to 
attribute queries (typically not both)

Authentication authority Authentication response to queries Authentication queries
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The following table shows options for encrypting SAMLelements.

Authentication Policy

Every local entity using the web Single Sign-On service must have an authentication 
policy. You must map the authentication method used for local authentication to a 
SAML method so that partners can communicate using the chosen SAML method 
during single sign-on. 

An authentication policy controls the following:

• Local authentication methods supported by the local entity, as determined by the 
session plug-in selected for the policy.

• Authentication method mappings. The policy maps local authentication methods 
to SAML methods, and vice versa.

• The URL to which users will be redirected for authentication, depending on the 
authentication method.

Role
SAML Elements the Local Entity 
Can Encrypt

SAML Elements Partners
Can Encrypt

Identity provider • Single sign-on attributes

• Single sign-on assertions

• Name identifiers

Name identifiers

Service provider Name identifiers • Single sign-on attributes

• Single sign-on assertions

• Name identifiers

Attribute authority • Name identifiers

• Assertions within responses to 
attribute queries, or attributes within 
assertions (typically not both)

Name identifiers

Attribute requestor Name identifiers • Name identifiers

• Assertions within responses to 
attribute queries, or attributes within 
assertions (typically not both)

Authentication authority Assertions within authentication 
response
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Preconfigured Authentication Policy

When you add a local entity using the wizard, RSA Federated Identity Manager 
creates a default authentication policy named 
RSA_ClearTrust_Authentication_policy. This policy does the following:

• Uses the default RSA Access Manager Session plug-in

• Maps the local BASIC authentication method to the 
SAML:PasswordProtectedTransport policy and vice versa

Using an Authentication Policy When You Are a Service Provider

If you have configured your local entity as a service provider, you will use an 
authentication policy under the following circumstances:

• When a user tries to access a resource at the service provider, an authentication 
request is sent. The web access management software of the service provider, such 
as RSA Access Manager, determines which local authentication method the user 
needs to use to access the resource. To do this, the service provider refers to the 
authentication policy to map the local authentication method to a protocol 
authentication method. For all name identifiers, the authentication request 
contains the required SAML method.

• When the service provider receives an assertion and needs to identify a user for 
identity federation, the service provider uses the authentication policy to 
determine the following:

– The local authentication method to be used to authenticate and identify the 
user.

– The URL to which to send the user for authentication. After the user is 
authenticated and identified, the service provider can use the assertion to 
associate a persistent name identifier with that user.

• When the service provider needs to create a local authentication credential for a 
user, the service provider uses the authentication policy to map the received 
SAML authentication information to a method recognized by the local web access 
management software.

Using an Authentication Policy When You Are an Identity Provider

If you have configured the local entity as an identity provider and an authentication 
request is received, you use your authentication policy to do the following:

1. Map the SAML authentication information from the request to a local 
authentication method

2. Redirect the user to the correct URL for authentication

3. Examine the authentication credential provided by your web access manager 
software, such as RSA Access Manager, and convert the local authentication 
method back to a SAML authentication method

Note: If no SAML method is specified in the authentication request, the default 
SAML method is used.
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Planning Custom Authentication Methods

SAML supports an extensive list of authentication methods, which are described in 
Authentication Context for the OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 
V2.0. The SAML documentation refers to authentication methods as authentication 
context classes.

You can define custom methods that the local entity can use to send or receive SAML 
authentication statements. After you define a custom method on the System Settings 
page in the Administration Console, you must map the method in an authentication 
policy.

Important: You can use custom methods only after negotiating formal agreements 
with your partners.

Protocol Policy

You use the protocol policy to configure the lifetime of various artifacts and 
assertions, as well as to specify the time difference permitted between the stamped 
time for assertion and the local system time.

RSA Federated Identity Manager provides a preconfigured protocol policy that 
contains the following values.

Field Default Value Description

Artifact Lifetime 60 seconds Length of time that SAML artifacts created 
by the local entity are valid. After the 
artifact expires, the message associated with 
the artifact is discarded.

Web SSO Assertion 
Lifetime

600 seconds Length of time that web single sign-on 
assertions created by the local IdP are valid.

Attribute Assertion 
Lifetime

60 seconds Length of time that attribute assertions 
created by the local attribute authority are 
valid.

Logout Requests Lifetime 600 seconds Length of time that SAML logout requests 
created by the local entity with identity 
provider role are valid. After the request 
expires, the message associated with the 
logout request is discarded.

API Assertions Lifetime 600 seconds Length of time that assertions generated by 
the assertion API are valid.

Sessions in Authentication 
Statements Lifetime

600 seconds Length of time that sessions in 
authentication statements are valid.
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Note: A zero value for any of the fields means unlimited time.

You can modify the default protocol policy or define your own.

Assertion Validity Start 
Time Adjustment Lifetime

300 seconds Amount of time to adjust the validity period 
start time for assertions created by the local 
identity provider or attribute authority. This 
compensates for a partner service provider 
system clock being ahead of the local 
system clock. This prevents a partner from 
rejecting assertions because thepartner 
believes the assertion is not yet valid due to 
unsynchronized clocks.

Field Default Value Description
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8 Planning Federation Services and Options

• Decision Points

• Supported Federation Services

• Federation Consent

• Name Identifier Formats

• Planning to Manage Federated Identities

• Planning Affiliations

• Planning Attributes

Decision Points

When planning identity federation, you must make decisions about the following:

• General:

– What services do you want to have enabled for each identity provider, service 
provider, authentication authority, and attribute authority?

– Do you want federation to be permanent or temporary?

– Which Name ID format do you want to you use?

– Will the user be prompted for consent before federation?

– Do you want to federate users in bulk or individually?

– What data repositories do you want to use to store name identifiers? You will 
need a plug-in for each repository.

– Is the service provider a member of an affiliation (SAML 2.0)?

• Identity provider:

– Do you want the identity provider to initiate federation as part of the web 
single sign-on (SSO) process?

– Which Name ID format do you want to you use?

• Service provider:

– Do you want the service provider to initiate federation as part of the web SSO 
process?

– Do you want the service provider to generate a persistent name identifier?

• Attribute exchange:

– Will your company exchange user attributes with partners?

– Where do you want to store attribute data? Will you store attributes from 
different partners in different data repositories? Do you need custom plug-ins?
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– Does any application at your service provider require partner identity 
providers to provide specific attributes?

If you are an attribute authority:

– What attributes do you want to provide to attribute requestors?

– Where do you want to store attributes?

If you are an attribute requestor:

– What attributes do you want to request from attribute authorities?

– What part of a user certificate (Subject DN, Issuer DN, or certificate extension 
value) do you want to use to select an attribute authority?

– Where do you want to store attributes?

• Authentication authority

The decision points for authentication authority are optional. The mandatory 
requirements are:

– Local user name

– Partner entity ID

– Name ID format

Supported Federation Services

RSA Federated Identity Manager supports the following services for each of the 
supported protocols.

SAML 1.1

RSA Federated Identity Manager supports the following federation services for 
SAML 1.1.

Service Description
Supported
Roles

InterSite Transfer Service Invoked when a user at a web browser tries to access 
restricted services at a service provider.

Identity provider

Assertion Consumer Service Used to accept web SSO assertions or artifacts from 
identity providers.

Service provider

Artifact Resolution Service Used to resolve SAML protocol message references 
(artifacts). This service is required if you select artifact 
binding for any SAML service.

Identity provider
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SAML 2.0

RSA Federated Identity Manager supports the following federation services for 
SAML 2.0.

Note: The Attribute requestor role does not support any services.

Service Description
Supported
Roles

Single Sign-On Service Invoked when a user at a web browser tries to access 
restricted services at a service provider.

Identity provider

Assertion Consumer 
Service

Used to accept web SSO assertions or artifacts from 
identity providers.

Service provider

Attribute Consuming 
Service

Handles the attribute sets that each application may 
need given that a service provider may run multiple 
applications that need to consume different sets of 
attributes.

Service provider

Single Logout Service Accepts requests to terminate all active sessions, in 
different domains, for a particular user.

• Identity provider

• Service provider

Artifact Resolution 
Service

Used to resolve SAML protocol message references 
(artifacts). This service is required if you select 
artifact binding for any SAML service.

• Identity provider

• Service provider

Name Identifier 
Management Service

Accepts requests to terminate federation and to 
change the persistent name identifier of a user.

• Identity provider

• Service provider

Identity Provider 
Discovery Service

Enables service providers to determine the identity 
providers to which a user has authenticated in the 
recent past.

• Identity provider

• Service provider

Attribute Service Responds to attribute queries made by attribute 
requestors or other clients by returning SAML 
attribute assertions embedded in SAML response 
messages.

Attribute Authority

Assertion ID Request 
Service

Responds to assertion queries made by a service 
provider by presenting the assertion ID. The response 
is provided as assertions embedded in SAML 
response messages.

• Identity provider

• Attribute Authority

• Authentication Authority

Authentication 
Authority Service

Responds to authentication queries by presenting the 
authentication context. The response is provided as 
assertions.

• Identity provider

• Service Provider

• Authentication Authority
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WS-Federation

RSA Federated Identity Manager supports the following federation services for 
WS-Federation.

InterSite Transfer Service

The InterSite Transfer (ISX) service allows web users who have authenticated to 
easily move between applications within the web environment or among  business 
partners without reauthenticating. The ISX service is located at the identity provider 
site and is responsible for initiating SAML web SSO transactions.

To make web single sign-on work, you must create an ISX URL that invokes RSA 
Federated Identity Manager and provides information about the trusted partner 
domain and resource.

Single Sign-On Service

The web Single Sign-On (SSO) service allows web users who have authenticated to 
easily move between applications within your web environment or among your 
business partners without reauthenticating. RSA Federated Identity Manager uses 
standard web SSO assertions to confirm that a user has been properly authenticated. 
The identity provider invokes the SSO service when a user tries to access restricted 
services at a service provider.

Assertion Consumer Service

The service provider uses the Assertion Consumer service to receive and process web 
SSO assertions sent by the identity provider during web SSO. This service is 
automatically activated when you select the role of a service provider.

Attribute Consuming Service

A relying party may run multiple applications that need different sets of attributes. 
The Attribute Consuming Service (ACS) defines sets of attributes for each 
application. Each attribute set and  corresponding ACS index is stored in the relying 
party metadata file. When sending authentication requests, the relying party references 
each attribute set by the ACS index of the attribute set.

The partner identity provider must do the following:

• Import the service provider metadata.

• Modify the association configuration to enable the ACS entries that the identity 
provider is permitted to send to the service provider.

Service Description
Supported
Roles

Single Sign-On Service Invoked when a user at a web browser tries to access 
restricted services at a service provider.

• Identity provider

• Service provider

Single Logout Service Accepts requests to terminate all active sessions, in 
different domains, for a particular user.

• Identity provider

• Service provider
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When the service provider specifies the ACS index in an authentication request, the 
identity provider looks for the index in the service provider metadata. If the specified 
attributes are enabled, the identity provider sends the attributes to the service provider. 
If the request does not specify any attributes, the identity provider uses the default 
ACS index.

Note: Enabling ACS and importing the metadata at the identity provider site, while 
creating service provider role adds the attribute requestor role to the service provider.

Single Logout Service

The Single Logout service allows a user who has established sessions with multiple 
service providers to log off and terminate all sessions through an identity provider. 
The user can initiate logoff at a service provider or an identity provider. In either case, 
the identity provider sends a logoff request to each service provider where the user has 
an active session.

This service uses the session plug-in to delete the user authentication cookie in order 
to perform the logoff. The user is prompted to confirm the single logout process.

Artifact Resolution Service

The Artifact Resolution service allows a provider to respond to Security Assertion 
Markup Language (SAML) protocol messages that were sent by reference through the 
use of an artifact. An artifact is a short string that substitutes for the actual message. 
The requestor exchanges the artifact for the message over the SOAP channel. The 
SOAP channel is a more secure means of transmission than a browser.

The following figure shows how the Artifact Resolution service works.

The Artifact Resolution service works as follows:

1. Provider A sends a SAML message, for example, an authentication request, to 
provider B.

2. Provider B receives the request, processes the request, and sends an artifact, 
instead of a response message, to provider A.

3. Provider A receives the artifact, builds a resolve message containing the artifact, 
and sends theresolve message over the SOAP channel to the provider B Artifact 
Resolution service endpoint URL.

4. Provider B builds a response message, which contains the response to the original 
request and references the artifact, and sends the message to provider A.

SAML message (for example, AuthN request)

Artifact

Resolve Message

Response Message

Provider A Provider B
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Name Identifier Management Service

RSA Federated Identity Manager uses the Name Identifier Management service along 
with web SSO configuration to manage federated users. The Name Identifier 
Management service performs the following actions:

• Initiates and accepts requests to terminate permanent federation

• Accepts requests to change persistent name identifiers

This service implements the SAML Name Identifier Management Protocol. For more 
information, see Assertions and Protocols for the OASIS Security Assertion Markup 
Language (SAML) V2.0, available at www.oasis-open.org/.

For a description of name identifiers, see Name Identifier Formats on page 70.

Terminating a Federated User

A request to terminate a federated user can be initiated by an identity provider, a 
service provider, or the user.

After a service provider sends a termination request to an identity provider, theservice 
provider no longer accepts assertions regarding that user from that identity provider. 
When an identity provider sends a termination request, theidentity provider no longer 
issues assertions to a service provider about that user. In both cases, the receiving 
entity knows that the user name identifier is invalid, and a service provider may 
terminate any active sessions for that user. If a user initiates termination, the Name 
Identifier Management Protocol automatically invalidates the user persistent name 
identifier and deletes the relevant federation records from the data store.

Changing Persistent Name Identifiers

A provider can periodically change the persistent name identifier for security reasons, 
to decrease the chances that a stolen identifier will be used. 

The identity provider creates the name identifier during federation, and both service 
provider and identity provider store the name identifier. After federation, either the 
identity provider or the service provider can change the name identifier and send 
thename identifier to the partner.

The service provider usually uses the identifier created by the identity provider. If the 
service provider creates a name identifier of its own, both partners must store two 
persistent identifiers: the one it sends, and the one it expects to receive. During web 
SSO, the identity provider always sends the identifier thatthe identity provider created 
to the service provider, and vice versa.

Identity Provider Discovery Service

The Identity Provider (IdP) Discovery service enables a service provider to determine 
which identity providers a user is using for web SSO. The service is an optional 
service intended for deployments that have more than one identity provider.

Note: IdP Discovery service is applicable for SAML 2.0.
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The IdP Discovery service relies on a cookie that contains the list of identity providers 
and that is written in a domain common to identity providers and service providers. 
This cookie is known as the common domain cookie.

The first time a user attempts to log on to an identity provider from a particular 
system, RSA Federated Identity Manager prompts the user for consent to identity 
provider discovery. If the user consents, a cookie for the user is stored in the browser. 

Thereafter, each time the user logs on to that identity provider from the same system 
and tries to access a protected service provider resource, the identity provider entity 
ID is added to the cookie. The service provider uses the cookie to create a list of 
identity providers, usually placing at the top of the list the identity provider with 
which the user most recently authenticated. From this list, the user can choose which 
identity provider to log on to. If the user does not consent to IdP discovery, all identity 
providers are displayed.

The IdP Discovery service can run on the identity provider, service provider, or a 
neutral host. The servicecan be installed and configured separately from the Federated 
Identity Manager server.

An identity provider can do the following:

• Disable the IdP Discovery service

• Specify a custom web page to prompt the user for consent and add the local entity 
ID to the common domain cookie after receiving user consent

• Add the local entity ID to the common domain cookie automatically, without 
asking for user consent

A service provider can do the following:

• Disable the IdP Discovery service

• Use the common domain cookie, if available, to create a list of identity providers 
available for authentication

• Ignore the common domain cookie and force the user to authenticate using a 
specific identity provider

If you enable the service, you also need to specify:

• The common DNS domain, shared by the identity provider and service provider, 
where the cookies will be stored. Use either the full machine name, for example, 
jones-pc.df.abc.net, or a domain name beginning with a dot, for example, 
.ne.abc.net. Typically, the domain name is used.

• The URL where the IdP Discovery service is located. The service must be hosted 
in the common DNS domain.

Attribute Service

The Attribute service enables attribute authorities to accept attribute queries. This 
service is automatically enabled when you define an attribute authority role for a local 
entity. Theservice supports the profile of the Attribute Query protocol and uses the 
SOAP binding.
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Assertion ID Request Service

The Assertion ID Request service responds to the assertion queries made by the 
service provider. The assertion is embedded in SAML response message.

This service works only on SOAP binding. The SOAP channel can be secured by 
using the option provided when creating the association. This service provides 
assertion for the given assertion ID.

Authentication Authority Service

The Authentication Authority service responds to the authentication queries. A 
successful response contains one or more assertions satisfying the requirements of the 
authentication query. The authentication query is a request about the authentication 
acts that have occurred in a previous interaction. This query should never be used for a 
new authentication that has not taken place.

The authentication methods supported are ranked. The authentication method ranked 
strongest is assigned the highest value. For example, if the authentication method 
‘X509’ is to be ranked strongest among the five authentication methods,the assigned 
value should be 5.

If the query contains the comparison method, the response is provided based on the 
comparison. The comparison method is used to evaluate the requested authentication 
method. The comparison options are:

• Exact
If the comparison is set to ‘exact’, the resulting authentication method in the 
response must be the exact match of at least one of the authentication methods 
specified.

• Minimum 
If the comparison is set to ‘minimum’, then the resulting authentication method in 
the response must be at least as strong as one of the authentication method 
specified.

• Maximum 
If the comparison is set to ‘maximum’, the resulting authentication method in the 
response must be as strong as possible without exceeding the strength of at least 
one of the authentication methods specified.

• Better 
If the comparison is set to ‘better’, the resulting authentication method in the 
response must be stronger than any of the authentication methods specified.

Note: The default comparison method is ‘exact.’
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The following examples shows how the authentication authority service works.

Pre-condition: The user has completed successful SSO using X509, Password 
protected, and Password.

• Example 1:

– The available authentication methods are: X509, Password protected, and 
Password. X509 is ranked strongest, followed by Password protected. and 
then Password.

– The comparison method chosen is ‘minimum’.

– The authentication method specified is Password protected.

The response will have either X509 or Password protected, not both.

• Example 2:

– The available authentication methods are: X509, Password protected, and 
Password. X509 is ranked strongest, followed by Password protected, and 
then Password.

– The comparison method chosen is ‘maximum’.

– The authentication method specified is Password protected.

The response will have either Password protected or Password.

Federation Consent

You can use federation consent for users who have identities with both an identity 
provider and a service provider. When federating user identities with the service 
provider, you may choose to obtain consent from the user. RSA Federated Identity 
Manager can perform federation with or without the user explicit consent.

Federation with explicit user consent. When you configure for federation with 
explicit user consent, Federated Identity Manager prompts the user to consent 
before federating the user identity. In some business situations, consent may be 
required for legal purposes.

Federation without explicit user consent. When you configure for federation 
without explicit user consent, the user is not prompted to consent to identity 
federation. Federation without consent is most useful for business-to-business 
relationships.

For example, suppose your company hires a large number of people, all of whom 
need to access resources at websites belonging to various benefit partners. You 
can use Federated Identity Manager to federate all of these users simultaneously 
without explicit user consent. You can also federate a user without consent the 
first time a user attempts to access a remote resource using web SSO.
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Name Identifier Formats

A name identifier is the shared name that two partners agree to use when 
communicating about a user. After the name identifier is known to both partners, the 
user identity is said to be federated. RSA Federated Identity Manager supports 
dynamic and static name identifiers.

Dynamic Name Identifiers

A dynamic name identifier is a pseudonym-style identifier that is generated during 
web SSO to federate a user. As a unique, random value unrelated to the  actual user 
name or user ID, a dynamic name identifier also protects user privacy. RSA Federated 
Identity Manager supports the following dynamic name identifiers:

Persistent name identifiers. A persistent name identifier is a dynamically 
generated unique, random value that is used to create a permanent federation. A 
persistent name identifier has the following characteristics:

• Theidentifier is mapped to the user identity at both the identity provider and 
the service provider.

• Theidentifier is created for use with a specific partner or affiliation of 
partners.

For a persistent name identifier to be used, a user must have identities at both the 
identity provider and service provider.

Transient name identifiers. A transient name identifier is a dynamically 
generated unique, random value that is used to create a temporary federated 
identity, which preserves user anonymity at the service provider. A transient name 
identifier has the following characteristics:

• The dentifier is mapped to the local user identity at the identity provider and 
to an anonymous or guest identity at the service provider.

• The identifier is invalidated after the user session has ended. The identifier is 
not permanently stored at the identity provider or the service provider.

Static Name Identifiers

The static name identifiers use the available attributes of a user to create federation. 
RSA Federated Identity Manager supports a number of formats for static name 
identifiers, including the following:

email address. The email address name identifier uses an email address of the 
form local-part@domain.

Windows domain qualified name. The Windows domain qualified name 
identifier uses a Windows domain user name of the form 
DomainName\UserName. The domain name and backslash (\) separator are 
optional.

Kerberos principal name. The Kerberos principal name identifier uses a 
Kerberos user name of the form name[/instance]@REALM.
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X.509 subject Name. The X.509 subject name identifier follows the naming rules 
defined by the X.500 standard that specifies a hierarchical structure for global 
directories. An identifier in this format contains a series of comma-separated 
name–value pair attributes called Relative Distinguished Name (RDN) attributes, 
including C for country, O for organization, OU for organizational unit, and CN 
for common name. The attributes are ordered to create a hierarchy by which the 
entries can be found in a directory.

Unspecified formats. The unspecified format leaves the interpretation of the 
content to individual implementations.

How the Name Identifier Format Is Determined

Name identifiers are created in the following situations:

• During web SSO. The entity (identity provider or service provider) that initiates 
web SSO determines which name identifier format is used to federate the user.
In most cases, the service provider initiates web SSO. If a service provider 
application is configured for an association, the name identifier format defined in 
the service provider application is used for federation. When configuring the 
service provider, you can assign a name identifier format to each service provider 
application, or you can use the same format for all applications.

If the identity provider initiates web SSO, the name identifier format specified in 
the Default Name ID Format field on the Associations - Identity Provider Settings 
page of the Administration Console is used. You must specify the formats and 
plug-ins that both the local entity and partner can support. The corresponding 
plug-ins must be loaded for the name identifier format being used in the 
Administration Console.

• During bulk federation. When you use the bulk federation utility, only persistent 
name identifiers are supported. For instructions on using the bulk federation 
utility, see the Installation and Configuration Guide (install_config.pdf).

• During federation management through the Administration Console. When 
you use the Administration Console to manage federated identities, only persistent 
name identifiers are supported.

Name Identifier Plug-Ins

You must configure at least one plug-in for each name identifier format that your 
deployment uses. The plug-in does the following:

• Determines the supported name identifier formats

• Determines which data repository is used to store name identifiers

• Stores and retrieves the name identifiers

RSA Federated Identity Manager provides the following plug-ins for use with RSA 
Access Manager. These plug-ins are used by default when you create a local entity 
using the Configure My System wizard:

• RSA Access Manager Persistent Name Identifier

• RSA Access Manager Transient Name Identifier

• RSA Access Manager X509 Name Identifier
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• RSA Access Manager Email Name Identifier

• RSA Access Manager UPN Name Identifier

• RSA Access Manager Common name Name Identifier

You can write custom plug-ins to support additional name identifier formats.

Planning to Manage Federated Identities

You can federate user identities as follows:

• Configure your local entity and its associations so that identity federation occurs 
as part of the web SSO process.

• Use the Administration Console to federate user identities individually. 

• Use the bulk federation utility to federate many users at once.

Using Web Single Sign-On to Federate Identities

You can configure the federation system to federate user identities during web SSO. In 
this case, the user is asked to consent to federation before his or her identity is 
federated. For more information, see Federation Consent on page 69.

Using the Administration Console to Federate Identities

You can use the Administration Console to managed federated identities for individual 
users, one at a time. The Administration Console can be used to perform the following 
tasks:

• Create or change a persistent identifier for a user

• Add a partner-generated persistent name identifier to the userrecord in the local 
database or change an existing persistent name identifier

• Delete a persistent user name identifier (remove the federation)

Note: When you use the Administration Console to create a persistent name identifier 
for a user, you must complete the federation process by sending the persistent name 
identifier to the partner. The partner must then add the identifier to the local user 
account.

This topic summarizes what happens when the Administration Console is used to 
federate a single user identity:

1. The identity provider creates a persistent name identifier for the user and stores 
the identifier in the local database.

2. The identity provider makes a copy of the persistent name identifier and sends 
theidentifier to the associated service provider in an email message or by some 
other out-of-band method.
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Note: If the service provider is affiliated with other service providers, the identity 
provider must send the same persistent name identifier to each service provider in 
the affiliation.

3. The service provider attaches the persistent name identifier to the local user 
identity at the service provider and saves theidentity in the local database. At this 
point, the local user identity is linked to the persistent identifier, creating federated 
identity for the user.

4. (Optional) The service provider generates a name identifier and sends 
theidentifier to the identity provider. In such a case, the identity provider and 
service provider each store two name identifiers, the one created by the identity 
provider and the one created by the service provider.

Federating Identities in Bulk

RSA Federated Identity Manager provides a command line utility that you can use to 
federate a large number of users between your local entity and a partner in a single 
operation. You can use the bulk federation utility to create, exchange, and import files 
containing a list of users that you want to federate.

For example, you might want to federate a large number of users when you initially 
set up federation, when a number of users join or leave one of your partners, or when 
you add a new federation partner.

The bulk federation utility can support any data repository through the plug-in 
architecture. Federated Identity Manager provides a default plug-in that can export all 
RSA Access Manager users to a file. If you want to use a different repository, you can 
write a custom plug-in and configure the utility to use that plug-in.

For instructions on writing a custom plug-in, see the Developer's Guide, available 
from RSA SecurCare Online at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com. For instructions 
on using the bulk federation utility, see the Installation and Configuration Guide 
(install_config.pdf).

Planning Affiliations

An affiliation consists of a group of service providers that share the same persistent 
name identifier for a user. Each service provider in the affiliation is identified by the 
same affiliation ID, rather than by an entity ID. After a user federates with one service 
provider in the affiliation, the identity provider sends the persistent user name 
identifier to the other service providers that use the same affiliation ID. Each service 
provider in the affiliation stores the name identifier and federates the user.

Note: Affiliations are applicable to SAML 2.0 only.

When performing web SSO with any service provider in the affiliation for the first 
time, the user must log on and authenticate. For subsequent web SSO sessions, 
however, the user does not have to log on to target service providers.
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If you are a service provider, consider forming an affiliation with other service 
providers if these conditions are true:

• You have a relationship with other service providers. For example, you are a car 
rental agency and have a relationship with airlines and hotels.

• As service providers, you all have a relationship with the same identity provider, 
such as a travel agency.

Note: The bulk federation utility does not support affiliations.

Planning Attributes 

An attribute is data that is associated with a subject, such as a user. For example, 
employee attributes might include address, job title, Social Security number, and date 
hired, and customer attributes might include credit card number and spending limit. 
Identity providers send attributes to Attribute Consuming Services (ACSs) residing at 
a service provider or an attribute requestor.

When an ACS receives an attribute, theservice can use the attribute to:

• Customize the web content in a particular application, for example, showing 
different pages for platinum and gold credit card holders

• Enforce policies and control the tasks that the user may perform

When SAML entities exchange identity attribute data, that data is expressed as a 
SAML attribute having the following two parts:

• An attribute descriptor containing the attribute name, attribute name format, and 
attribute data. The attribute name format, such as a URI, indicates how the 
attribute name is to be interpreted.

• An attribute value containing the data value of the attribute.

Attribute Sets

An attribute set is a collection of attributes that are related to one another. A local 
entity uses attribute sets in these situations:

• For receiving data, when acting in the role of a service provider

• For sending data, when acting in the role of an attribute authority or identity 
provider

When you add an attribute set in the Administration Console, you must indicate 
whether the set is used for sending or receiving data. When an entity receives 
attributes, the attribute descriptors can use wildcard filters to describe the names.
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Attribute Profiles

An attribute profile is a set of rules for mapping SAML attributes to or from an 
attribute representation system. An attribute representation system determines how 
attributes are used in the local environment, such as:

• An LDAP repository in which attributes are referenced by X.500-style names

• A SQL database in which attributes are referenced by simple names in database 
tables

• An RSA Access Manager environment in which attributes are referenced as user 
properties

• Application-specific cookies in which attributes are contained in name–value 
pairs

RSA Federated Identity Manager supports the Basic and X.500/LDAP attribute 
profiles. You can write custom plug-ins to support additional profiles.

Attribute Exchange

Attribute exchange takes place between an asserting party and a relying party. The 
asserting party sends attributes in attribute statements to Attribute Consuming 
Services (ACSs) at the relying party site. You use association settings to control the 
attributes that the asserting party roles can send as follows:

• You can restrict the attributes that the attribute authority can send to specific 
partners.

• You can specify the ACS entries in partner metadata that the identity provider can 
send.

How a Service Provider Requests and Receives Attributes

During web SSO, the service provider can request and receive attributes from an 
identity provider. The service provider can request attributes by specifying them in the 
metadata or in the service provider application.

Attributes in the Service Provider Metadata

The service provider can use the Administration Console to configure attribute sets 
that theservice provider needs. RSA Federated Identity Manager assigns each set an 
ACS index value. The set and its index value are then passed to the identity provider 
through the service provider metadata file.

The service provider specifies the index value in the authentication request for the 
attribute that the service provider requires. This reduces the size of the message, which 
is sent through Redirect and has URL size limitations. If the authentication request 
does not include an ACS index, the identity provider refers to the service provider 
metadata for a default ACS.

Attributes in the Service Provider Application

The service provider can use the Administration Console to configure the service 
provider application and use this to request attributes.
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Before sending an authentication request to an identity provider, the service provider 
checks the service provider application to determine whether the  target application 
requires specific attributes and, if so, what the associated ACS index is. The service 
provider then includes the index in the authentication request. For more information, 
see Planning the Configuration of Service Provider Applications on page 91.

How the Identity Provider Responds to Attribute Requests

When the identity provider receives an authentication request from a service provider, 
the identity provider reads the ACS index value in the authentication request for the 
following:

• Explicit requests, consisting of ACS entries that correspond to the index value in 
the authentication request

• Implicit requests, consisting of an ACS entry marked as default

After reading the ACS index value, the identity provider returns the requested 
attribute values to the service provider. If no attributes are marked as required in the 
service provider metadata, the identity provider stops the web SSO operation.

How an Attribute Requestor Requests and Receives Attributes

The attribute authority and attribute requestor use the X.509 attribute-sharing profile 
for attribute exchange. The user identity is provided by the user certificate, and access 
is based on attributes. The attribute requestor can request attributes by specifying the 
attributes in the metadata.

Specifying of Attributes in the Attribute Requestor Metadata

The attribute requestor uses the Administration Console to configure attribute sets that 
the attribute requestor needs. RSA Federated Identity Manager assigns each set an 
ACS index value. The set and its index value are then passed to the identity provider 
through the attribute requestor metadata file. The default ACS and its index value are 
irrelevant within the X.509 attribute-sharing profile and are ignored by attribute 
authorities.

How the Attribute Authority Responds to Attribute Requests

When the attribute authority receives an attribute query from an attribute requestor, 
the attribute authority retrieves the requested attribute values and sends the values to 
the attribute requestor.

Attribute Plug-Ins

Attribute plug-ins are used to store and retrieve attributes from the data repositories. 
For more information on plug-ins, see Plug-Ins on page 87.
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How Plug-Ins Are Used to Respond to Attribute Requests

When an asserting party needs to provide attributes to a partner entity, RSA Federated 
Identity Manager uses attribute plug-ins to retrieve the attribute values from local data 
repositories. The plug-ins are used when:

• An identity provider receives a web SSO request or an attribute authority receives 
an attribute query. Federated Identity Manager calls one or more plug-ins to pass  
a list of attribute descriptors. The plug-ins find the values for those descriptors and 
return thevalues to Federated Identity Manager, which places thevalues in an 
assertion and sends thevalues to the partner.

• A service provider receives attribute values from an identity provider or attribute 
authority. Federated Identity Manager finds the right plug-ins to process each 
attribute in the assertion. The plug-ins extract the attribute values from the 
attributes and make thevalues available to the local environment, for example, by 
storing thevalues in a local data repository. 

In all cases, Federated Identity Manager knows which plug-ins to call by referring to 
the following information:

• The descriptor file for each plug-in, which lists all of the attribute formats and 
names that the plug-in can process. Federated Identity Manager matches the 
attribute names and formats with the correct plug-ins.

• The general association settings, which specify the attribute plug-in 
configurations that are allowed for use with a partner. This allows, for example, 
the same plug-in class to be used to connect to partner-specific data repositories to 
obtain or process attribute values.

How Plug-Ins Are Used to Store Attribute Data

RSA Federated Identity Manager allows you to store identity information associated 
with different partners in different data repositories. You do this by defining a separate 
plug-in configuration for each data repository that you need to use and by having all of 
these configurations use a single descriptor file that points to a single plug-in class. 
Federated Identity Manager refers to this descriptor file to retrieve values from 
separate physical repositories.

For example, when storing identity attributes for two partners in two different SQL 
databases, you can define two plug-in configurations that use the same plug-in class. 
The plug-in can then retrieve values from the two separate physical locations.

For each association, you must specify the attribute plug-in configuration that can be 
used with that partner. For example, you can store user identities and their attributes in 
one SQL database,for example, an Oracle database for partner A and similar data in 
another SQL database,for example, a Sybase database for partner B. Federated 
Identity Manager must be able to call the attribute plug-in for the correct database to 
send a basic-formatted attribute called StreetAddress to these partners.
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9 Planning Entities and Associations

• Decision Points

• Entities

• Entity Roles

• Planning Local Entities

• Planning Partner Entities

• Entity Metadata

• Planning Associations

Decision Points

When planning entities and associations, you need to make decisions about the 
following:

• With how many partners are you federating?

• What is the role of your partner?

• What roles will be assigned to your local entities?

• Will you be associating one local entity with multiple partners?

• How do you want to exchange the metadata file when using the SAML protocol?

Entities

In RSA Federated Identity Manager, an entity represents a business unit, multiple 
business units, or an entire company involved in federating user information.

Local Entities

A local entity is an object that describes the configuration of local federation 
components. You can create multiple local entities with variations of the local 
configuration, such as different signing and encryption policies. Multiple local entities 
are useful when different business units require different configuration settings to 
work with different sets of partners. For example, you might want certain partners to 
use different service endpoint URLs or different keys for decryption.
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Partner Entities

A partner entity represents an external business partner. A partner entity can exist in 
either of the two states: unassociated or associated. Importing a partner metadata file 
into RSA Federated Identity Manager creates an unassociated partner. When you enter 
the association data that links the partner to a local entity, the partner becomes 
associated.

Note: A partner can be associated with a single local entity.

Entity Roles

In federation, roles determine the actions an entity can perform when interacting with 
other entities. Roles fall into two categories:

• Asserting party roles

• Relying party roles

A single entity can support both types of roles. The following table lists the roles 
supported by each protocol.

Asserting Party Roles

An asserting party represents a security administrative domain that hosts one or more 
authorities. RSA Federated Identity Manager supports the following asserting party 
roles:

• Identity provider

• Attribute authority

• Authentication authority

Entities that are assigned an asserting party role generate assertions and respond to 
queries from relying parties.

Protocol Supported Roles

SAML 1.1 • Identity provider

• Service provider

SAML 2.0 • Identity provider

• Attribute authority

• Authentication authority

• Service provider

• Attribute requestor

WS-Federation • Identity provider

• Service provider
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Identity Provider

An identity provider is usually a large company or portal that has business 
relationships with smaller companies providing related services. An identity provider 
does the following: 

• Stores user identities and manages the authentication process

• Offers federation, defederation, and web single sign-on (SSO) services, as well as 
attribute and authentication data

• Sends attributes in response to an attribute query

Attribute Authority

An attribute authority is a SAML role supported by the X.509 attribute-sharing 
profile. An attribute authority allows an entity to send attribute assertions in response 
to queries.

Authentication Authority

An authentication authority is a SAML role. An authentication authority allows an 
entity to send authentication assertions in response to queries.

Relying Party Roles

A relying party requests and receives assertions. RSA Federated Identity Manager 
supports the following relying party roles:

• Service provider

• Attribute requestor

Service Provider

A service provider is an entity that offers web-based services to users. Almost any 
organization on the Internet can be a service provider, including:

• Internet portals

• Travel providers, such as airlines, car rental agencies, and railroads

• Money managers, such as banks, loan companies, and stockbrokers

• Ticket vendors for theater, movies, concerts, and sports

The entities that are assigned to the service provider role request and receive 
assertions. The service provider is the destination site where the user is automatically 
logged on after authenticating at a partner identity provider site. The service provider 
can ask the identity provider for user authentication data and ask the attribute authority 
for attribute data.

Attribute Requestor

Attribute requestor is a SAML role supported by the X.509 attribute-sharing profile. 
An attribute requestor authenticates each visitor using certificate authentication and 
then requests user attributes from the visitor home attribute authority to authorize or 
deny the visitor access to local resources.
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In an X.509 attribute-sharing profile configuration, the attribute requestor is the 
destination site where the user is granted access based on the attributes provided 
dynamically by a partner attribute authority.

A service provider can also act as an attribute requestor. Enabling ACS and importing 
the metadata at the identity provider site, while creating a service provider role adds 
attribute requestor role to the service provider.

Corresponding Entity Roles

An entity can support all roles, a subset of roles, or a single role. You select your local 
entity roles to complement those of your partners, as shown in the following table.

Note: WS-Federation supports only identity provider and service provider roles.

Planning Local Entities

Planning your local entities is a two-part process:

• Determining the number of local entities that you need 

• Selecting a configuration method for creating entity metadata

Determining the Number of Local Entities

RSA Federated Identity Manager lets you define as many local entities as necessary. 
In determining the number of local entities that you need, consider the following 
questions:

• With how many partners are you federating?

• What are the configuration settings, such as settings for policies and certificates, 
of each partner?

• What roles will your local entity play?

• Will you publish different metadata for different partners, or can you use the same 
metadata for multiple partners? (SAML 2.0)

The number of entities that you choose depends on whether you want your metadata to 
be consistent with the metadata of your partners or whether you want your partners to 
comply with your metadata.

Partner Entity Role Local Entity Role

Identity provider Service provider

Service provider Identity provider

Attribute authority Attribute requestor

Attribute requestor Attribute authority
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Selecting a Configuration Method

RSA Federated Identity Manager provides two methods for creating entity metadata:

Configure My System wizard. You can use the wizard if your deployment 
includes RSA Access Manager and you are configuring your system to handle 
web single sign-on (SSO) operations. Using the wizard, you can:

• Create a local entity
• Export the local entity metadata

The Configure My System wizard is the fastest method for configuring web single 
sign-on (SSO), requiring you to enter a minimal amount of data. This method uses 
many default settings, including the default plug-ins listed in the Installation and 
Configuration Guide (install_config.pdf).

Manual configuration. You must use the manual configuration method if you are 
implementing the X.509 attribute-sharing profile. This method involves manually 
entering all local entity metadata. Default policies are available, but default 
plug-ins are not created.

Planning Partner Entities

Before you set up local entities and associations, establish a good working relationship 
with your partners. To federate with partners, you must do the following:

• Verify that all business partners with whom your RSA Federated Identity Manager 
system will deploy a solution support the same version of the same protocol.

• Establish necessary legal agreements that affect policies. For example, you might 
need written agreements regarding the personal information that can be 
exchanged with attribute statements.

• Obtain SAML metadata files or configuration details from each partner.

It is also a good idea to identify a contact person at each partner site in case you need 
information on the partner configuration settings.

Entity Metadata

A SAML 2.0 metadata file is an XML schema that defines how an entity expresses 
and shares configuration data with partners. This metadata file provides a framework 
for how an entity interacts with partners to federate identities and perform web SSO.

This metadata does not need to be an exhaustive declaration of the capabilities of an 
entity. You can define additional capabilities. You can also configure local policies to 
disallow a specified capability with specific partners.

You must create a metadata file for each local entity and send the file to each partner. 
You must also import each partner metadata file into Federated Identity Manager.

Note: You must use the Administration Console to create metadata files for a local 
entity.
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Be aware of the following about local entity metadata:

• Each metadata file you create describes one entity and contains one 
EntityDescriptor element.

• You cannot use the EntitiesDescriptor element when you create entities. This 
descriptor is used for multiple entities sharing a single metadata file. However, the 
partner metadata file may contain multiple EntityDescriptor elements inside an 
EntitiesDescriptor element, and you can import metadata from partners that use 
this element.

• Digital signing of the metadata file is optional. If you want the file to be signed, 
you can enter the keystore information in the Administration Console.

If you configure your metadata manually, you can select any entity in the file to 
import, one at a time.

If you configure your metadata using the Configure My System wizard, 
RSA Federated Identity Manager selects an entity to import according to the 
following rules:

• The first top-level EntityDescriptor in the file is imported.

• If there are no EntityDescriptor elements outside the EntitiesDescriptor element, 
the first EntityDescriptor element that is inside the EntitiesDescriptor element is 
imported.

Planning Associations

An association is a collection of settings that specify how one local entity interacts 
with one external partner. When you define an association, you can override some of 
the metadata settings for a particular partner relationship. Association settings are not 
saved in the entity metadata file.

When planning associations, be aware of the following:

• You must establish an association between your local entity and each partner.

• The associations must associate only complementary roles. See Corresponding 
Entity Roles on page 82.

• A partner entity can never be associated with more than one local entity. In 
contrast, a local entity can be associated with as many partners as necessary.

• When you define an association, you can choose to override or constrain certain 
settings in the local entity metadata.

Decisions That Affect All Associations

When planning associations, consider the following issues:

• With how many partners does the local entity associate? You need to create an 
association for each partner.

• What name identifier formats can the local entity send to or receive from this 
partner? You need a plug-in for each name identifier type.
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• What data repositories will you use to store persistent name identifiers? You need 
a plug-in for each repository.

• Will you store attribute data in different repositories for different partners? You 
might want to use different plug-ins, depending on whether the local entity is 
acting as an asserting party or as a relying party.

• Do you want to use the signing and encryption policy specified in the local entity 
configuration, or does the partner have different requirements? You can override 
the default policy for the partner.

• Do you have the necessary information from the partner to configure the SOAP 
connection? For more information, see SSL for SOAP Connections on page 47.

• Does the local entity need truststore entries to verify digital signatures received 
from the partner or to encrypt XML elements in the outgoing messages?

• Have you selected a protocol policy that determines the lifetimes for artifacts and 
assertions?

In addition to these considerations, you may have to make further planning decisions 
based on your role, as described in the following sections.

Service Provider Considerations

If you are a service provider, consider the following issues:

• What binding do you want the identity provider to use to send assertions? See 
Supported Bindings for SAML Services on page 93.

• What bindings do you want to use for the federation services? Refer to the partner 
metadata for acceptable bindings. The binding types that you select are used for 
both request and response messages, unless otherwise specified.

Identity Provider Considerations

If you are an identity provider, consider the following issues:

• What name identifier format do you want to use for identity-provider-initiated 
identity federation? The default format is persistent.

• Does the partner service provider belong to an affiliation? If so, obtain the 
affiliation ID (SAML 2.0).

• What bindings do you want to use for federation services? Refer to the partner 
metadata for acceptable bindings. The binding types that you select are used for 
both request and response messages, unless otherwise specified. See Supported 
Bindings for SAML Services on page 93.

Attribute Authority Considerations

If you are an attribute authority, consider which attribute sets you want the local entity 
to send to the partner.
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10Planning Advanced Configuration

• Decision Points

• Plug-Ins

• Connections

• Planning the Configuration of Service Provider Applications

• How the Service Provider Application Configuration Is Used

• Supported Bindings for SAML Services

• How Bindings Are Selected for SAML Service Requests

• Endpoints for SAML Services

• System Monitoring

Decision Points

When planning advance configuration, you need to make decisions about the 
following:

• Will you use RSA Access Manager for web access management? If not, you will 
need to develop custom plug-ins.

• Where will the attribute data be stored? You must choose among web access 
manager, LDAP, and SQL repositories.

• What bindings do you want to use for each service?

• If you are using the SAML protocol, do you want to use the default endpoint 
URLs?

Plug-Ins

A plug-in is an interchangeable module that you can use to customize certain 
RSA Federated Identity Manager operations. Federated Identity Manager provides a 
set of default plug-ins configured to work with RSA Access Manager. These plug-ins 
are automatically loaded and used when you create a local entity using the Configure 
My System wizard.

If the deployment uses access management software other than RSA Access Manager, 
you can copy a default plug-in and customize the plug-in to create a new instance that 
works in your environment.

For instructions on customizing plug-ins, see the Developer's Guide, available from 
RSA SecurCare Online at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.
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Available Plug-Ins

RSA Federated Identity Manager has the following types of plug-ins:

• Name Identifier

• Session (for use with web SSO configurations only)

• Attribute

• Web Agent

• XASP (for use with X.509 attribute-sharing profile configurations only)

• Bulk Federation (for use with web SSO configurations only)

The tables on the following pages briefly describe each plug-in. The plug-in name 
applies to the default instance only. When you create a new instance, you must give 
theinstance a new name.

The following table lists the plug-ins that support web SSO configurations only. 

Plug-In Name and Purpose Class Name

RSA Access Manager Common Name Identifier

Creates and processes a common name identifier.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ct.commonname.CTCommonNameIDPlugin

RSA Access Manager Email Name Identifier

Creates and processes an email name identifier.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ct.email.CTEmailNameIDPlugin

RSA Access Manager Persistent Name Identifier

Creates and processes a persistent name identifier.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ct.persistentnameid.CTPersistentNameIDPlugin

RSA Access Manager Transient Name Identifier

Creates and processes a transient name identifier.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ct.transientnameid.CTTransientNameIDPlugin

RSA Access Manager Pseudonym Name Identifier

Creates and processes an pseudonym name 
identifier.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ct.rsapseudonymnameid.CTRSAPsudonymNameIDPlugin

RSA Access Manager UPN Name Identifier

Creates and processes a user principal name 
(UPN) name identifier.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ct.upn.CTUPNNameIDPlugin

RSA Access Manager X.509 Name Identifier

Creates and processes an X.509 subject name 
identifier.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ct.x509nameid.CTX509NameIDPlugin
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The following table lists the plug-ins that support both web SSO and X.509 
attribute-sharing profile configurations.

The following table lists the plug-ins that support X.509 attribute-sharing profile 
configurations only.

RSA Access Manager Session

Reads and writes the Access Manager cookies that 
you can use to determine who was authenticated 
and methods used.

If you want to use a local authentication system 
other than RSA Access Manager, you must write a 
custom plug-in.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ct.session.CTSessionPlugin

RSA Access Manager Bulk Federation

Retrieves a list of Access Manager users, and 
maps each user to a local user ID in order to 
federate user identities in bulk.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ct.bulkfederation.CTBulkFederationPluginImpl

Plug-In Name and Purpose Class Name

Plug-In Name and Purpose Class Name

RSA Access Manager Basic Attribute AP

Retrieves and processes Access Manager attributes for 
the asserting party.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ct.attributeap.CTBasicAttributePluginAP

RSA Access Manager Basic Attribute RP

Retrieves and processes Access Manager attributes for 
the relying party.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ct.attributerp.CTBasicAttributePluginRP

RSA Access Manager Web Agent

Integrates Federated Identity Manager with the Web 
Agent. Converts RSA Access Manager agent URL 
parameters to a format that Federated Identity Manager 
can interpret and use to return clients to this URL when 
processing is completed.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ct.webagent.CTWebAgentPlugin

Plug-In Name and Purpose Class Name

RSA X.509 Attribute-Sharing

Selects an attribute authority using information in user 
digital certificates, and handles temporary account 
management in RSA Access Manager.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ctxasp.XASPPlugin

RSA Access Manager X.509 Name Identifier for the 
X.509 attribute-sharing profile

Creates and processes an X.509 subject name identifier 
to support the X.509 attribute-sharing profile.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ct.xaspnameid.CTXASPNameIDPlugin
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If you plan to use the application server for web access management, Federated 
Identity Manager provides the following additional plug-ins.

If you plan to store attribute data in LDAP or SQL repositories, Federated Identity 
Manager includes sample plug-ins that might meet your needs. To configure these 
plug-ins, see the Installation and Configuration Guide (install_config.pdf). If you 
need to customize these plug-ins, see the Developer's Guide, available from 
RSA SecurCare Online at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.

The following table lists these sample plug-ins.

Plug-In Name and Purpose Class Name

FIM Token Session

Reads and writes the token cookies that you can use to 
determine who was authenticated and methods used.

This plug-in is used with token-based integration.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
fimtoken.session.FIMTokenSessionPlugin

Web Identity Session com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
WebID.session.WebIDSessionPlugin

FIM Token Web Agent

Integrates Federated Identity Manager with the Web 
Agent for token-based integration.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
fimtoken.webagent.FIMTokenWebAgentPlugin

Plug-In Name and Purpose Class Name

Database Persistent Name Identifier

Name identifier plug-in. Creates and processes a 
persistent name identifier stored in a database.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
db.persistentnameid.DBPersistentNameIDPlugin

LDAP Email Name Identifier

Name identifier plug-in. Creates and processes an email 
name identifier, stored in a LDAP.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ldap.emailnameid.LDAPEmailNameIDPlugin

Database Basic Attribute AP

Attribute plug-in. Retrieves and processes database 
attributes for the asserting party.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
db.DBAttributePluginAP

Database Basic Attribute RP

Attribute plug-in. Retrieves and processes database 
attributes for the relying party.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
db.DBAttributePluginRP

LDAP Basic Attribute AP

Attribute plug-in. Retrieves and processes LDAP 
attributes for the asserting party.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ldap.attributeap.LdapBasicAttributePluginAP

LDAP Basic Attribute RP

Attribute plug-in. Retrieves and processes LDAP 
attributes for the relying party.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ldap.attributerp.LdapBasicAttributePluginRP
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Plug-In XML Descriptor Files

Each default plug-in has an XML descriptor file. The Administration Console 
dynamically renders the display of the plug-in configuration pages based on the 
contents of the descriptor file. If you create custom plug-ins, you can either edit the 
default descriptor files or create your own descriptor files. The Administration 
Console can accommodate any plug-ins that you design.

For detailed information on descriptor files, see the Developer's Guide, available from 
RSA SecurCare Online at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.

Connections

A connection points to a Java class that determines how RSA Federated Identity 
Manager connects to an external data repository. If you want a plug-in to connect to a 
data repository, you can specify a connection when you add the plug-in. Multiple 
plug-ins can use the same connection.

When you add or edit a connection, the fields displayed in the Administration Console 
may change, depending on the content of the descriptor file. To learn about descriptor 
files, see Plug-In XML Descriptor Files on page 91 and the Developer's Guide, 
available from RSA SecurCare Online at https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.

Before adding a custom connection, copy the Java class files, dependent .jar files, and 
plug-in descriptor (plugin.xml) file to the appropriate directory. The plug-in directory 
structure is described in the Developer's Guide.

Federated Identity Manager provides the following default connection plug-ins.

Planning the Configuration of Service Provider Applications

A service provider can host more than one application for the partners to access based 
on their requirements. For each of the applications that the service provider is hosting, 
a corresponding service provider application can be configured in the Administration 
Console.

Note: The service provider application is applicable for web SSO only.

You can use the service provider application to do the following:

• Allow or disallow identity federation

Plug-In Name and Purpose Class Name

RSA Access Manager Connection

Creates a connection to the RSA Access Manager 
server.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ct.connection.CTConnectionPlugin

LDAP Connection

Creates a connection to an LDAP server.

com.rsa.fim.plugin.impl.
ldap.connection.LdapConnectionPlugin
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• Specify the required name identifier format for identity federation

• Require the identity provider to send specific user attributes

You may choose not to add a service provider application under the following 
circumstances:

• All service provider applications in your deployment accept the same settings, for 
example, name identifier format and attributes.

• The local entity acts only as an identity provider.

You cannot delete the default configuration, but you can change any of the values 
except for the path.

How the Service Provider Application Configuration Is Used

When RSA Federated Identity Manager receives a user request, it reads the target 
URL and tries to find the closest match for the path defined by a service provider 
application configuration. If no matching path exists, Federated Identity Manager uses 
the default service provider application configuration containing the root path (/*).

For example, suppose the target path is \application1\mypage.html, and one 
application configuration contains \application\* and another application 
configuration contains \application\mypage.html. Federated Identity Manager uses the 
application configuration containing \application\mypage.html, which is the closest 
match.

You should be aware of the following:

• Each configuration must contain a unique path to the service provider application. 
Two configurations cannot use the same path.

• Each path must begin with a forward slash (/).

Note: If the path ends with an asterisk (*), the path will be matched with a wildcard 
path. If the path does not end with an asterisk, the path must match an exact path.

For example, suppose you define the following paths for service provider applications.

Path Configuration Requirement

/payroll-application/* Transient name identifier format, attribute set JOB TITLE

/HR-application/* Persistent name identifier format, attribute set JOB TITLE

/sales-application/* X.509 name identifier format, attribute set LOCATION

/* Persistent name identifier format, no attributes
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When a user requests the payroll application, Federated Identity Manager asks the 
identity provider for a transient name identifier and all attributes in the JOB TITLE 
attribute set. If the user requests an application other than payroll, HR, or sales, 
Federated Identity Manager uses the default service provider application (persistent 
name identifier format, no attributes).

Supported Bindings for SAML Services

A SAML binding defines how a SAML protocol message is mapped to another 
network protocol for transportation between two entities. Each SAML service 
endpoint uses a binding. You can use the same binding for multiple endpoints or a 
different binding for each endpoint.

Note: Bindings are specific to SAML. For SAML 1.1, bindings are referred to as 
profiles.

HTTP Redirect and HTTP POST Bindings

Both the HTTP Redirect and HTTP POST bindings are used when SAML entities 
need to communicate through the web browser and either of the following conditions 
exists:

• The requestor and responder do not share a direct path of communication.

• The responder must interact with the browser in order to fulfill the request, for 
example, when the user must authenticate.

The HTTP Redirect binding is used to send SAML protocol messages within a URL 
query string. Therefore, messages that use this binding tend to be short and do not 
exceed the browser limits for query string length.

The HTTP POST binding is used to send SAML protocol messages within an HTML 
form control. The browser auto-submits the form after the browser receives the page 
containing the form. The HTTP POST binding can handle longer messages than the 
HTTP Redirect binding.

HTTP Artifact Binding

When you use the HTTP Artifact binding, the SAML message is sent by reference 
using a substitute called an artifact. The message requestor must use the SOAP 
binding to exchange the artifact for the actual protocol message using the SAML 
Artifact Resolution Protocol.

The HTTP Artifact binding differs from the HTTP Redirect and HTTP POST bindings 
in the following ways:

• HTTP Artifact binding hides the message content from the browser and therefore 
from the user. You might want to use this binding for security reasons, such as 
when the message is not encrypted.

• HTTP Artifact binding can handle larger messages than HTTP Redirect binding.
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• Because HTTP Artifact binding requires the SOAP binding to resolve the artifact, 
it also requires a direct communication path between the message sender and 
receiver, in the reverse direction of the artifact transmission. The partner that 
received the message and artifact must be able to send an artifact resolve request 
back to the partner that issued the artifact.

Important: If you use the HTTP Artifact binding for web SSO, you must also enable 
the Artifact Resolution Service, described in Artifact Resolution Service on page 65.

SOAP Binding

SOAP is a lightweight protocol for exchanging structured information in a 
decentralized, distributed environment. The SOAP binding maps SAML message 
exchanges to the SOAP-over-HTTP protocol.

Note: SOAP is the only binding supported for the X.509 attribute-sharing profile.

Some web access management products do not fully support the Name Identifier 
Management profile with any binding or the Single Logout profile with the SOAP 
binding. RSA Access Manager does not support Single Logout with SOAP.

In addition, some services behave slightly differently when using the SOAP binding 
than compared to other bindings because it is impossible to modify cookies:

• After a NameID delete operation, a user is generally logged off from the service 
provider. However, if the SOAP binding is used with RSA Access Manager and 
the NameID delete operation is initiated from the identity provider, the user is not 
logged off from the service provider.

• If federation consent is enabled, a user is generally prompted to consent before 
every federation. However, if a user first federates, then initiates a NameID delete 
operation from the service provider site using the SOAP binding, and then 
refederates without closing the browser, the user is not prompted to consent to the 
second federation.

PAOS Binding

PAOS, the reverse SOAP binding, allows an HTTP requestor to advertise the ability to 
act as a SOAP responder or a SOAP intermediary to a SAML requestor. You can use 
PAOS only with the Enhanced Client or Proxy (ECP) profile.

How Bindings Are Selected for SAML Service Requests

The binding used for a SAML service request depends on:

• The local entity configuration

• Which bindings both partners support

The message sender checks the list of preferred bindings in the receiver metadata and 
chooses one that both partners support. The message receiver dynamically prompts 
the sender to use a particular binding, for example, in an authentication request.
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Different SAML profiles support different bindings. For identity providers and service 
providers, RSA Federated Identity Manager supports the following SAML 
profile-binding combinations.

For attribute authorities and attribute requests, the attribute authority and attribute 
request profiles support SOAP bindings.

Endpoints for SAML Services

An endpoint is a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) to which partners can send 
messages. If you specify a base URL on the Add Local Entity page of the 
Administration Console, RSA Federated Identity Manager fills in default endpoints 
for all services that are enabled.

Each service requires a location URI for accepting messages. Some services also 
allow you to enter a response URI. You should be aware of the following:

• If you specify a location URI and a response URI for a service, you must select the 
same binding for the pair.

• You can use the same binding for all location-and-response pairs, or you can use a 
different binding for each pair.

Each service can be assigned more than one endpoint. These endpoints can be indexed 
or non-indexed.

If you use non-indexed endpoints, a partner can choose to send messages using any of 
the defined endpoints specified in the metadata file of your entity.

SAML Profile Supported Bindings

Web Single Sign-On (requests and responses) HTTP Redirect

HTTP POST

HTTP Artifact

Artifact Resolution SOAP

Name Identifier Management HTTP Redirect

HTTP POST

HTTP Artifact

SOAP

Single Logout HTTP Redirect

HTTP POST

HTTP Artifact

SOAP

Assertion ID Request SOAP

URI
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If you use indexed endpoints, Federated Identity Manager assigns an index number to 
each URI corresponding to the position of the URI in the URI list in the 
Administration Console. In the request message, the partner can specify the index 
number of the endpoint the partner wants to use for the response. If the partner does 
not specify an index number, the first endpoint in the indexed list is used by default.

The following table lists the default SAML 1.1 endpoints.

WS-Federation protocol makes use of a single endpoint for all the services. The 
default endpoint is /federation/WSFEDfederation.

The following table lists the default SAML 2.0 endpoints for all bindings, by service.

Binding Default Endpoint for Requests

InterSite Transfer Service:

• HTTP POST


/samlassertingparty/AP

Assertion Consumer Service (service 
provider only):

• HTTP POST

• HTTP Artifact



/samlrelyingparty/RP

/samlrelyingparty/RP

Artifact Resolution Service /samlassertingparty/services/SamlRequest

Binding Default Endpoint for Requests

Single Sign-On Service (identity provider 
only):

• HTTP Redirect

• HTTP POST

• HTTP Artifact

• SOAP (ECP on the identity provider 
only)



/sso/SSO

/sso/SSO

/sso/SSO

/soap/services/SAMLMessageProcessor/AP

Assertion Consumer Service (service 
provider only):

• HTTP POST

• HTTP Artifact

• PAOS (ECP on the SP only)



/sso/ACS

/sso/ACS

/sso/ACS

Single Logout Service:

• HTTP Redirect

• HTTP POST

• HTTP Artifact

• SOAP

/slo/request/role (for requests), 
/slo/response/role (for responses)

/slo/request/role (for requests), 
/slo/response/role (for responses)

/slo/request/role (for requests), 
/slo/response/role (for responses)

/soap/services/SAMLMessageProcessor/role
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System Monitoring

RSA Federated Identity Manager provides logging and SNMP tracking for auditing 
and to monitor the system health.

Logging

RSA Federated Identity Manager provides the ability to audit major federation 
operations and to create a log of debugging information. In addition, all significant 
errors are written to a log file. The following logs are generated:

• An audit log containing information on federation-related operations

• A system log recording important system events

• A debug log recording the application debug messages

SNMP Tracking

If your company utilizes a Network Management System (NMS), you can choose to 
configure RSA Federated Identity Manager to send traps to your NMS so that you can 
monitor critical events and overall system health.

For information on configuring SNMP, see the Installation and Configuration Guide 
(install_config.pdf).

Artifact Resolution Service:
SOAP


/soap/services/SAMLMessageProcessor/role

Name Identifier Management Service:

• HTTP Redirect

• HTTP POST

• HTTP Artifact

• SOAP

/nameid/request/role (requests), 
/nameid/response/role (responses)

/nameid/request/role (requests), 
/nameid/response/role (responses)

/nameid/request/role (requests), 
/nameid/response/role (responses)

/soap/services/SAMLMessageProcessor/role

Assertion ID Request Service:

• SOAP

• URI

/soap/services/SAMLMessageProcessor/AP

sso/assertion

Authentication Authority Service
SOAP


/soap/services/SAMLMessageProcessor/AP

Binding Default Endpoint for Requests
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A Federation Use Cases

• SAML 1.1 Identity Provider-Initiated SSO: Browser POST Profile

• SAML 1.1 Identity Provider-Initiated SSO: Browser Artifact Profile

• SAML 2.0 Identity Provider-Initiated SSO: Browser POST Profile

• SAML 2.0 Identity Provider-Initiated SSO: Browser Artifact Profile

• SAML 2.0 Service Provider-Initiated SSO

• SAML 2.0 Single Logout

• SAML 2.0 Name ID Mapping

• SAML 2.0 Name ID Management

• WS-Federation Identity Provider-Initiated SSO

• WS-Federation Service Provider-Initiated SSO

SAML 1.1 Identity Provider-Initiated SSO: Browser POST Profile

In this scenario, a user is logged on to the identity provider and attempts to access a 
resource on a remote service provider. The SAML 1.1 assertion is transported to the 
service provider using POST.

Application

RSA Federated
Identity Manager

Service Provider

RSA Federated
Identity Manager

Identity Store

Identity Provider

End user’s browser

1. Authenticate user

 4. POST response

2. Resource request

3. Redirect  with SAML response

5. User granted Access
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The SAML 1.1 identity provider-initiated SSO process is as follows:

1. The web user accesses the identity provider and authenticates to the website.

2. The web user accesses an Intersite Transfer (ISX) Service link at the identity 
provider that provides access to the target application at the destination website 
(service provider).

3. The identity provider SSO service returns a SAML response containing the 
authentication assertion and any additional attributes.

4. The browser automatically posts the SAML response to the service provider.

5. The service provider accepts the assertion and redirects the user to the destination 
URL.

SAML 1.1 Identity Provider-Initiated SSO: Browser Artifact Profile

In this scenario, the identity provider sends a SAML 1.1 artifact to the service provider 
using Redirect. The service provider uses the artifact to obtain the associated 
SAML 1.1 response from the identity provider.

The SAML 1.1 identity provider-initiated SSO process is as follows:

1. The web user accesses the identity provider and authenticates to the website.

2. The web user accesses an Intersite Transfer (ISX) Service link at the identity 
provider that provides access to the target application at the destination website 
(service provider).

Application

RSA Federated
Identity Manager

Service Provider

RSA Federated
Identity Manager

Identity Store

Identity Provider

End user’s browser

1. Authenticate user

3. Access artifact receiver service

2. Resource request
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3. The ISX Service finds the URL for the Artifact Receiver Service of the service 
provider, adds a parameter to the URL with a SAML artifact, and redirects the 
web user to service provider.

4. The service provider uses the artifact to request the associated SAML web SSO 
assertion from the identity provider.

5. The identity provider sends the web SSO assertion to the service provider.

6. The service provider accepts and validates the assertion and redirects the user to 
the destination URL.

SAML 2.0 Identity Provider-Initiated SSO: Browser POST Profile

In this scenario, a user is logged on to the identity provider and attempts to access a 
resource on a remote service provider. The SAML 2.0 assertion is transported to the 
service provider using POST binding.

The SAML 2.0 identity provider-initiated SSO process is as follows:

1. A user logs on to the identity provider.

2. The user requests access to a protected service provider resource from the identity 
provider side. The user is not logged on to the service provider.

3. If required by the service provider, the identity provider retrieves attributes from 
the user data store.

4. The identity provider SSO service returns a SAML response containing the 
authentication assertion and any additional attributes.
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5. The browser automatically posts the SAML response to the service provider.

6. If the signature and assertion are valid, the service provider establishes a session 
for the user and redirects the browser to the target resource.

SAML 2.0 Identity Provider-Initiated SSO: Browser Artifact Profile

In this scenario, the identity provider sends a SAML 2.0 artifact to the service provider 
using Redirect binding. The service provider uses the artifact to obtain the associated 
SAML 2.0 response from the identity provider.

The SAML 2.0 identity provider-initiated SSO process is as follows:

1. A user logs on to the identity provider.

2. The user requests access to a protected service provider resource from the identity 
provider site. The user is not logged on to the service provider.

3. If required by the service provider, the identity provider retrieves attributes from 
the user data store.

4. The identity provider federation server generates an assertion, creates an artifact, 
and through the browser, sends an redirect containing the artifact to the Assertion 
Consumer service of the service provider.

5. The service provider extracts the source ID from the SAML artifact and sends an 
artifact-resolve message to the Artifact Resolution service of the identity provider.

6. The identity provider sends a SAML artifact response containing the previously 
generated assertion.
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7. If a valid assertion is received, the service provider establishes a session and 
redirects the browser to the target resource.

SAML 2.0 Service Provider-Initiated SSO

In a service provider-initiated transaction, the user attempts to access a protected 
resource at the service provider. The user might have an account at the service 
provider site but, according to the federation agreement, authentication is managed by 
the identity provider, and the service provider depends on authentication by the 
identity provider.

The SAML 2.0 service provider-initiated SSO process is as follows:

1. The user requests access to a protected service provider resource. The request is 
redirected to the federation server to handle authentication.

2. The federation server sends a SAML request for authentication to the identity 
provider SSO service.

3. If the user is not already logged on to the identity provider or if reauthentication is 
required, the identity provider asks for credentials, for example, user name and 
password, and the user logs on.

4. Additional information about the user may be retrieved from the identity store for 
inclusion in the SAML response. These attributes are predetermined as part of the 
federation agreement.
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5. The identity provider SSO service returns a SAML response containing the 
authentication assertion and any additional attributes to the service provider.

6. If the assertion is valid, the service provider establishes a session for the user and 
redirects the browser to the target resource.

SAML 2.0 Single Logout

After a user has authenticated to an identity provider, a session is established at the 
identity provider. The identity provider subsequently issues assertions to service 
providers. A service provider establishes its own session. In this situation, the service 
providers act as session participants.

A user having multiple sessions can choose to terminate this global session.

The SAML 2.0 single logout process is as follows:

1. The user initiates single logout.

2. The session participant terminates the user session and sends a logoff request to 
the identity provider.

3. The identity provider determines the other session participants. If there are other 
session participants, the identity provider issues logoff requests to all of them.

4. Each session participant terminates the user session and returns a logoff response.

5. The logoff requests are sent to the participant who initiated the session.

End user’s browser

1. Logout  request

2. Terminate user session and issue logout request

4. Terminate user session and return logout response

3. Logout request issued to other session participants

Identity ProviderService Provider - 2Service Provider - 1

5. Return logout response to originating session participant
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SAML 2.0 Name ID Mapping

When an entity that shares an identifier for a user with an identity provider wants to 
obtain a name identifier in a particular format or federation namespace, the entity can 
send a request to the identity provider using Name ID mapping.

The SAML 2.0 Name ID mapping process is as follows:

1. A requestor initiates the profile by sending a NameIDMappingRequest message to 
an identity provider.

2. The responding identity provider processes the request and issues a 
NameIDMappingResponse message to the requestor.
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SAML 2.0 Name ID Management

A user identity has been mapped using a persistent name identifier with a service 
provider, allowing two providers to share a common identifier. Subsequently, one of 
the providers may want to inform the other that it will no longer issue or accept 
messages using a particular identifier. In this situation, the SAML Name Identifier 
Management protocol is used.

The SAML 2.0 Name ID management process is as follows:

1. An identity or service provider initiates the profile by sending a 
ManageNameIDRequest message to another provider to inform the provider of a 
change in the user name identifier.

2. The responding provider processes the request and issues a 
ManageNameIDResponse message to the original requesting provider. The 
response may contain a success message or an error code.

Note: The request and response may be sent directly to the partner or sent indirectly 
through the user browser.
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WS-Federation Identity Provider-Initiated SSO

This profile permits a user browser (the passive requestor) to request a security token 
from an identity provider when the user requests access to a protected web service or 
other resource.

The WS-Federation identity provider-initiated process is as follows:

1. A user logs on to the identity provider.

2. The user requests access to a protected service provider resource from the identity 
provider site. The user is not logged on to the service provider.

3. Additional information about the user may be retrieved from the user data store 
for inclusion in the response. These attributes are predetermined as part of the 
federation agreement.

4. The federation server creates a response containing a signed assertion and returns 
the response to the service provider using POST binding.

5. If the signature and assertion are valid, the service provider establishes a session 
for the user and redirects the browser to the target resource.
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WS-Federation Service Provider-Initiated SSO

This profile permits a user browser (the passive requestor) to request a security token 
from an identity provider when the user requests access to a protected web service or 
other resource.

The WS-Federation service provider-initiated process is as follows:

1. A user requests access to a protected service provider resource. The user is not 
logged on to the site. The request is redirected to the federation server to handle 
authentication.

2. The service provider generates a security token request and redirects the browser 
to the WS-Federation implementation of the identity provider.

3. If the user is not already logged on to the identity provider or if reauthentication is 
required, the identity provider asks for credentials, for example, user name and 
password, and the user logs on.

4. Additional information about the user may be retrieved from the user data store 
for inclusion in the response. These attributes are predetermined as part of the 
federation agreement.

5. The federation server creates a response containing a signed assertion and returns 
the response to the service provider using POST binding.

6. If the signature and assertion are valid, the service provider establishes a session 
for the user and redirects the browser to the target resource.

Single logout under WS-Federation is handled in the same way as single logout is 
under SAML 2.0, however, GET/POST is always used as the transport mechanism.
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B Planning Decisions Checklists

Use the following checklists and space for your specific plan and notes to ensure that 
you have identified all the local site planning decisions for installing and deploying 
RSA Federated Identity Manager in your network.

Deployment

What deployment type do you want to use? The deployment types are:

 Standalone configuration

 Distributed configuration

 Clustered environment

When you deploy RSA Federated Identity Manager in your network, you need a clear 
picture of how the components will be distributed across your hosts. These 
components include:

 Business-tier servers

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

 Web-tier servlets

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

 Administration Console

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

 Web servers

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

 Web access management (WAM) software

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

 LDAP servers

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________
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Integration

Which access management solution do you want to use?

 RSA Access Manager

 Application server (Oracle WebLogic Server or IBM WebSphere Application 
Server)

 Application platform (Microsoft .NET)

 Third-party access manager

Which authentication authority do you want to use?

 RSA Access Manager

 Application server (Oracle WebLogic Server or IBM WebSphere Application 
Server)

 Application platform (Microsoft .NET)

 Third-party access manager

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

If you plan to use a third-party web authentication and access management solution, 
what integration method do you want to use?

 Plug-in

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

 Token

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

What type of data store do you want to use to store the RSA Federated Identity 
Manager user data?

 Sun ONE Directory Server 5.2

 Windows Server 2003 Active Directory

 Oracle WebLogic Server 11g R1 with embedded LDAP

 Other

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

Configuration

Which protocol do you want your deployment to use?

 SAML 1.1

 SAML 2.0
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 WS-Federation

Which roles do you want to use?

 Identity provider

 Attribute authority

 Authentication authority

 Service provider

 Attribute requestor

Do you want your system to use digital signing? If so, which messages do you want to 
be signed?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Which federation services do you want to use?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

What level of security do you want to use when the asserting party and relying party 
communicate directly (using SOAP connections)?

 SSL mutual authentication

 SSL server authentication

 SSL mutual authentication with basic authentication

 SSL server authentication with basic authentication

Exchanging Information with Partner Sites

Verify that all business partners with which your RSA Federated Identity Manager 
system will communicate deploy a compatible solution.

 Make sure that any legal agreements that affect policies are in place. For example, 
you may need written agreements regarding what personal information can be 
exchanged using attribute statements.

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

 Be familiar with the technical limitations of your business partner. For example, 
does the partner use digital signing? Which subject name mapping formats does 
the partner support?

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________
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Glossary

Administration Console
A browser-based interface for configuring and maintaining entities, security settings, 
and configuration data. Configuration data includes protocol-required data and related 
information that supports policies, keystores, truststores, attributes, connections, and 
plug-ins.

affiliation
A group of service providers that share the same persistent name identifier for a user 
for identity federation. Each service provider in the affiliation is identified by the same 
affiliation ID, rather than by an entity ID. After a user federates with one service 
provider in the affiliation, the identity provider administrator sends the user’s 
persistent name identifier to other service providers that use the same affiliation ID. 
Each service provider stores the user’s name identifier.

asserting party
An entity role that represents a security administrative domain that hosts one or more 
SAML authorities. Federated Identity Manager supports two asserting party roles: 
identity provider and attribute authority.

assertion
A SAML message that contains statements about security data, subject associated 
with each statement, and required and optional data. Assertions may also contain 
time stamp and digital signatures.

association
A collection of settings that specify how one local entity interacts with one external 
partner. These settings are specific to a single partner relationship. They are not saved 
in the entity metadata file. Association settings can override some of the metadata 
settings for a particular partner relationship.

attribute
A characteristic of a user. Attributes are passed between a local entity and its partner 
after federation or during single sign-on.

attribute authority (AA)
A role defined by the X.509 attribute-sharing profile that allows an entity to send 
attribute assertions to attribute requestors in response to attribute queries.

attribute requestor (AR)
A role defined by the X.509 attribute-sharing profile that enables an entity to send 
attribute queries to attribute authority. The attribute requestor selects an attribute 
authority using information in a user’s digital certificate. On receiving the attributes, 
the attribute requestor can make access control decisions.

attribute service
A service that enables attribute authorities to accept attribute queries. This service is 
automatically enabled when you define an attribute authority role for a local entity. It 
supports the profile of the Attribute Query protocol and uses the SOAP binding.
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attribute set
A collection of attributes (attribute descriptors) that are related to one another. For 
example, an attribute set might convey the following information about a user: name, 
address, credit card number, income, and spending limit.

authentication
The process of reliably determining the identity of a user or process.

authorization
The process of determining if a user is allowed to perform an operation on a resource.

binding
Defines how a SAML protocol message is mapped to another network protocol to 
transport the message between two entities. The mapping of the SAML AuthnRequest 
message onto HTTP and the mapping of the same SAML message onto SOAP are 
examples of binding.

certificate
An asymmetric key that corresponds with a private key. Either self-signed or signed 
with the private key of another certificate.

cluster
An instance consisting of a database server and one or more server nodes.

common domain cookie
The IdP Discovery profile relies on a cookie that is written in a domain that is 
common between identity providers and service providers in a deployment. The 
domain that the RSA Federated Identity Manager deployment predetermines is known 
as the common domain in this profile, and the cookie containing the list of identity 
providers is known as the common domain cookie.

defederation
A method of disassociating the accounts of a principle at two different providers so 
that the providers cease to communicate about the principal.

deployment
The arrangement of Federated Identity Manager elements into appropriate locations in 
a network.

federation
A method of relating accounts at two different providers that represent the same 
principal so that the providers can communicate about the principal.

Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN)
A fully qualified domain name (FQDN) is the complete DNS name for a specific 
computer or host. The fully qualified domain name consists of two parts: the hostname 
and the domain name. For example, if the hostname of the Federated Identity Manager 
server is myfimserver and it is located in the boston.com domain, the fully qualified 
domain name for the server will be myfimserver.boston.com. 

identity provider discovery
Identity Provider (IdP) Discovery enables a service provider to determine which 
identity providers were previously used by the user and provide the user with the list 
of identity providers during web single sign-on. It is an optional service provided by 
SAML 2.0, intended for deployments that have more than one identity provider.
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identity federation
A user’s identity is said to be federated when two providers agree on a set of 
identifiers to use when referring to a user. The user may have a different local identity 
at each provider he or she uses.

identity provider (IdP)
An identity provider is a company or portal that manages user identities and provides 
user authentication to companies that provide related services.

java keystore file
Federated Identity Manager uses a Java keystore file (.jks) that contains multiple 
certificates and key entries that can be individually referenced. Any associations that 
use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption, digital signing, or XML encryption for 
SAML messages need .jks files for the required key and certificate information.

Java Messaging Service (JMS)
Java Messaging Service (JMS) is a standard Java interface for interacting with 
message queues and topics.

keystore entry
A set of configuration information in Federated Identity Manager that points to a 
private key in a .jks file. 

local entity
An object that describes the configuration of SAML components. You can create 
multiple local entities on your system, which allow you to use variations of the local 
configuration (for example, different signing and encryption policies) with different 
partners.

Management Information Base (MIB)
A type of virtual database used to manage the devices (for example, switches and 
routers) in a communication network. For example, SNMP uses MIB to specify the 
data in a device subsystem.

metadata (SAML)

A SAML metadata file is an XML schema that defines how an entity expresses and 
shares configuration data with partners. It provides a framework for how an entity 
interacts with partners to federate identities and perform web SSO. 

multi-domain web single sign-on
A process that allows a user to log on to one website, authenticate, and then access 
resources at another website in a different domain without reauthenticating. The first 
site sends a SAML assertion or a WS Federation token to the second site which, if it 
has established a trusted partnership with the sender, can log on the user as if he or she 
has authenticated directly.

mutual SSL
With mutual SSL, both the server and the client are required to present a certificate to 
each other. For example, a client authenticates itself to a server, and the server in turn 
authenticates itself to the client such that each party is assured of the other’s identity.
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name identifier

A unique identity of the user specified in a standard format that two partners agree to 
use when communicating about a user. When the name identifier is known to both 
partners, the user's identity is said to be federated.

Network Management System (NMS)
Software used to manage and administer a network. The NMS uses SNMP to monitor 
networked devices and is responsible for polling and receiving SNMP traps from 
agents in the network.

partner entity
An object that represents external business partners with whom you want to federate. 
A partner entity is created by importing the partner’s metadata or by adding the 
partner information manually. A partner entity can exist in either of two states: 
unassociated and associated.

passive requestor
A passive requestor is an HTTP browser or application capable of supporting HTTP.

persistent name identifier
A dynamically generated, unique, random value that is used to create a permanent 
federation. A persistent name identifier is stored in a data repository at both the 
service provider and identity provider sites.

plug-in
An interchangeable module, written in Java, that you can use to customize certain 
Federated Identity Manager operations. Federated Identity Manager provides a 
complete set of default plug-ins.

policy
A list of configuration settings that your local entity can reuse with multiple partners. 
Policies ease the process of setting up and maintaining associations by eliminating the 
need to define all new settings for every partner. Federated Identity Manager provides 
default policies, or you can define custom policies.

policy decision point (PDP)
A system entity that makes authorization decisions for itself or for other system 
entities that request such decisions. For example, in identity federation a PDP 
consumes authorization decision requests, and produces authorization decision 
assertions in response. A PDP is an “authorization decision authority”.

policy enforcement point (PEP)
A system entity that requests and subsequently enforces authorization decisions. For 
example, in identity federation a PEP sends authorization decision requests to a PDP, 
and consumes the authorization decision assertions sent in response.

profile
A set of rules that determine embedding assertions into and extracting them from a 
protocol, using SAML protocol messages in a particular context, and mapping 
attributes expressed in SAML to another attribute representation system. All of these 
rules are called attribute profiles.
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relying party (RP)
A type of entity role that can request and receive SAML assertions. Federated Identity 
Manager supports two relying party roles: the service provider and attribute requestor.

role
Roles determine which actions an entity can perform when interacting with other 
entities. Federated Identity Manager supports the identity provider, service provider, 
attribute authority, and attribute requestor roles. The attribute authority and attribute 
requestor roles are specific to SAML 2.0.

SAML protocol binding endpoint
A Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) where partners can send SAML protocol 
messages.

secure sockets layer (SSL)
A protocol that uses cryptography to enable secure communication over the Internet. 
SSL is widely supported by leading web browsers and web servers.

security domain
A container that defines an area of administrative management responsibility, 
typically in terms of business units, departments, partners, and so on. Security 
domains establish ownership and namespaces for objects (users, roles, permissions, 
and so on) within the system. They are hierarchical.

security token
A security token represents a set of claims (declaration made by an entity, for 
example, name, identity, and key).

security token service (STS)
A security token service (STS) is a web service that issues security tokens.

server SSL
With server SSL, the server is required to present a certificate to the client but the 
client is not required to present a certificate to the server. To successfully negotiate an 
SSL connection, the client must authenticate the server. The server will accept any 
client into the connection. Server SSL is also referred to as one-way SSL.

service provider (SP)
A role that allows an entity to request and receive a SAML assertion or a 
WS-Federation token. In web SSO, the service provider is the destination site where 
the user is automatically logged on based on his or her authentication at an identity 
provider partner site.

session
An encounter between a user and a software application that contains data pertaining 
to the user’s interaction with the application. A session is initiated when the user logs 
on to the software application and ends when the user logs off from the software 
application.

simple network management protocol (SNMP)
A protocol for exchanging information about networked devices and processes. 

single sign-on (SSO)
The process of requiring only a single user authentication event in order to access 
multiple applications and resources.
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SNMP agent
A software module that performs the network management functions requested by 
network management stations.

SNMP trap
An asynchronous event that is generated by the agent to tell the NMS that a significant 
event has occurred. SNMP traps are designed to capture errors and reveal their 
locations.

sub-security domain
In a security domain hierarchy, a security domain that is nested within another security 
domain.

transient name identifier
Used to create a temporary federated identity, which preserves the user’s anonymity at 
the service provider. These identifiers are discarded after the web SSO session has 
ended.

truststore
A set of configuration information in Federated Identity Manager that points to a 
signed certificate and its trustlist in a .jks file.

unassociated partner
An unassociated partner is one which does not have an association setting specified to 
link it to a local entity. An unassociated partner is created when the partner metadata 
file is imported into Federated Identity Manager. 

X.509 attribute-sharing profile
A use case model that enables web access using digital certificates.
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